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While the following is a final report of research analyses, it is also a
progress report of my thinking on the subject under investigation the structure
of social behavior. It has been written with the hope that some of the hypotheses

emerging from the analysis will provoke thought and criticism from same of its
readers. It is strongly emphasised that the conclusions drawn are highly

speculative. Rather than detailing the numerous problems arising in the analysis,
an attempt has been made to present most fully the results which have proved

possible within the original scope of this research. It is assumed that the

short-comings of the study will be readily evident to the readers. In addition,
the obvious bias in the direction of seeking out universals, at the expense of
de-emphasising the obvious variability in the data, is fully recognised by the

author. It is believed that the Piz Cultural Study, unique in its comparative

detail, provides a rare chance to pursue the quest for universals. On the other

hand, the documentation of cultural variability is readily available in other

studies not employing a research design permitting the direct test of cultural

universals.

The investigation covered in this report was supported by the Office of

Blucation, Cooperative Research Branch, Project No. 3-016. Without their

assistance, and patience, this study would not have been possible.

It would take a directory in itself to acknowledge the help and services

of all the people involved in the collection and analysis of the data provided

by the Six Cultural Study, of which this investigation is just one part. The
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participation of these people has been acknowledged elsewhere; here I shall just

add that without the work of these people, this study would not have occurred.

Additionally, several people have contributed directly and significantly
yr to the analysis covered in this report. Beatrice Whiting made available for

summarising much of the material presented here concerning the goniral methodology

involved in the systematic behavioral observations of the children. W1111=

Lambert and John Whiting have contributed careful thought and perspective to
the analyses here carried out. Richard Darlington and particularly Lindsey

Churchill have contributed greatly with advice and instruction on statistical

procedures. Jean Tronick has been a conscientious and able research assistant.

Thomas Landauer and Roy 'Mildred' played a significant part in the early dis-
cussions on the problem here investigated.

lastly, I would like to particularly thank Maxine Bernstein, who has

functioned as general editor in the preparation of this document. She has

participated greatly and centrally in the organization, writing and rewriting

of this report.
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This research has been undertaken to ascertain the extent and nature of

relations existing across cultures between different kinds of social behavior.

Our objectives have been two-fold. Our first has been to identify uniform

behavioral relations which would emerge within each culture. Our second has

been to explore the relations between these behaviors and variations in

socialisation practices.

This report will address itself only to the first of these two objectives.

The second will be treated in a forth-coming volume currently in preparation

by Jobn W. M. Whiting, Beatrice Whiting, William Lambert and this writer.

That volume will explore not only the relations between socialisation strate-

gies as ascertained through mother-interviews, but it will also focus on other

variations which are associated with variations in children. social behavior.

The outline of this report, then is as follows: following a general

statement of the problem, we will describe our methods of data collection. This

will include brief descriptions of the cultures included in the analysis, the

procedures used in selecting our subject population of children within each

culture, our behavioral sampling procedures, the methods of systematic

observation employed, coding procedures and categories, and category reduction

procedures. This section of the Import will be kept to a minimum as much of

this information is being reported elsewhere.

The second part of the report will begin with a discuesicn of our analytic

procedures. We will then discuss the various options available to us in pro-

ceeding with our analyses, the problems involved, some early attempts to treat

the data systematically, and finally the strategies which have provided us

with the bulk of our results.
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The results are presented in the third part of the report. The section

includes findings from bi-variate and multivariate analyses. These are die,

cussed within the context of present knowledge in the field. Finally, a con-

ceptual structure is offered for the interpretation and integration of research

in this area.

Statement of the Problem

Is there a structure underlying children's interpersonal behavior? It

is entirely possible that a single category of behavior may have no relation

to any other categories of behavior. For instance, the frequency of a child's

use of physical assault may be unrelated to the frequency of his insulting

others. However, it is much more likely that some behaviors do have inter-

dependent relations with some other categories of behavior. Children who

assault others, may be more likely to insult others as well. Or, in a setting

where adults are absent. children may be more likely to assault and insult

others than in situations where adults are present.

By thus conceptualizing an interpersonal situation we can superimpose

order on the classes of variables which may be thought to have some bearing

upon different kinds of social behaviors observed in that situation. It has

been assumed by the investigator(s) that such a conceptual scheme requires,

minimally, categorical distinctions such that an interpersonal situation would

be seen within the context of the people interacting, the direction and targets

of these acts, the physical and social environments within which they occur, and

the events which precede and follow them.

Types of relations are thought to exist between the social act and each

of these classes of variables, singly as well as in combination. For instance,
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a particular social action might be performed more often by some children

than by others; any particular social act under study might be directed at

some particular target persons, more than at others; some categories of be-
.

havior might appear more often in some social situations than in others.

Particular kinds of behavioral instigations to action might selectively

elicit one type of action more than another, and some types of interactional

outcomes might be preceded by particular kinds of actions rather than others.

Once such a conceptual scheme has been applied, we can approach even more

complex questions. Is it likely, for instance, that particular kinds of

children, given a particular kind of instigation to act, will in some situa-

tions more than others, resort to particular behavioral targets, in a manner

which causes a particular kind of response, from a given target to whom the

action is directed? It may be that the frequency or probability of one category

of behavior is related to the frequency or probability of another category of

behavior because of a common relation with any of the variable classes listed

above.

In the present analysis we will concern ourselves with only a small part

of this question. We will attempt to establish consistent interrelations be-

tween the various categories of children's behaviors, summarizing across the

many sources of variance discussed above. By correlating the frequencies of

the various kinds of behaviors across the sample of children we, of course, can

answer the question as to what kinds of behaviors are likely to be associated

with one another across children. Given the frequency of a child's behavior of

a particular kind we are able to say to what extent other kinds of behaviors

ray or may not also typify that child's behavior. Further, if we compare each

culture with all the others in our sample, we .#!ln begin to ascertain to what



extent that culture is a factor in modifying the patterns found. Where extreme

variability is observed in such an analysis, we can conclude that the culture,

or some factor or configuration of factors with which it is_ concomitant, is

a major variable in ordering the profiles of these childrens' interpersonal

behaviors. If, on the other hand, we note that the associations among childrens

behaviors are somewhat consistent as we go from society to society, we can

alternatively conclude that there are factors commonly present which, irrespective

of the specific effects of a given culture, produce consistent profiles of

interpersonal behavior among the majority of these children.

atthOSULALat&SZUStatiga

The total sample consisted of sixty-seven girls and sixty-seven boys

drawn from communities within the six cultures of Mexico, Africa, India,

Philippines, Okinawa and New England.* All children ranged in age from 3 to 11

years. Although there was no great difference between the mean age of the

older boys and girls (7-11) across the six cultures, there was considerable

discrepancy within societies. Within each cultures, with-the possible ex-

ception of New England, there was as much variation between sex and age groups

as there was between societies.

The selection of these children was made on the basis of census material

which was mailed to Cambridge. In every case the field workers tried to locate

a group of families who lived in the same neighborhood, interacted with each

other, and knew the names of each other's children. It was hoped, in this

way, to select children whose mothers shared beliefs, values and practices

----.1747e74 indebted to Mrs. B. Whiting for making available to us the material
summarised in this section. A complete description of the samples can be found
in B. Whiting (1963; 1966).
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about the rearing of children. The selection of the sample was made in Cam.

bridge in order to avoid the possibility that field teams would draw a

biased sample choosing salient or appealing children. The children were select..

ed on the basis of sex and age group. Attempts to match by actual &go, sibling

order, number of siblings or household type were not feasible with the total

number of children available. In four of the societies, the 24 children

were chosen from around 300 individuals. In the other two, the total sample

included around 180 people.

The behavior which is the basic data of this report, was colleited in five-

minute samples. The observers first mapped the daily routine of boys and girls

of the two age groups. They followed them around, noting their presence in

different settings at different times of day. They recorded the activities

in progress in these settings and supplemented their observations by interviews

with adults and children.

Having established the daily routine, trio observers began collecting

specimens of behavior of the sample children. First they located a sample

child, theci noted the time of day, the place and the group of people who were

present.. Each arson was classified by age, sex, kinship to the sample child

and household membership. The activity of the group was also noted. This

initial proceis took at least five minutes. The observer then took note of the

time and began to watch the sample child and record his behavior. An attempt was

made to record all stimuli impinging on the sample child so as to be able to

attempt to assess the instigations to his behavior. In order to do this the

observer attempted to follow the eyes of the child and look where he focussed

his attention. If, for example, there was a group of children interacting, the

description would not include detailed account of the behavior of anyone who
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was not being noticed by the sample child. The observations recorded in

simple English nouns, verbs and pronouns, purposely contained a minimal num-

ber of interpretive qualifiers.

The observer was accompanied by a bilingual assistant who attempted to

transcribe all verbal communications. No more than one five-minute period of

observation was made on a child per day, to prevent over-sampling of behavior

influenced by minor illness or emotional upsets. A more complete description

of the methods used can be found in the study edited by B. Whiting (1963).

In the early research plan, nine systems of behavior were included for

study (Whiting, J W. 4_M09 1953). These were: nurturance, dominance, submission,

responsibility, succorance, sociability, achievement, aggression and self-

reliance. A detailed coding system was developed for the measurement of these

behaviors. Each act was coded in a multiplicity of ways. For each event

concerning the child who was being observed, the following distinctions

were made: If a child's act was judged to have been instigated by some environ-

mental event, the source of this instigation (including the class of person,

if the source was interpersonal) and the nature of the instigation were coded.

The child's own act was categorized in terms of what it was and what its tar-

get was. If the child was involved in a subsequent environmental event, then

the nature of this event was coded. If this event was the receiving of a

social action from another, then the class of other who was the actor of this

event was noted, along with the nature of the action directed at the child. The

social situation in which the social event took place was also noted.

Describing just the child's action itself involved multiple coding.

First, the behavior was scored for its central meaning. This categorization

reflected the primary significance of the code in terms of the behavior's

'111111111111
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relevance to the theoretical behavioral systems. As a child could be domin-

ant, say, in several different ways, this central act coding was differentiated

into 70 separate categories. Groups of categories were constructed to re-

present each of the behavioral systems.

It was also recognized that a behavior could reflect more than one be-

havioral system simultaneously. Thus, a child telling another how to do some-

thing, or what to do for the good of the second child would reflect both

dominance and responsibility. In order to take account of this duplicity of

meanings, a second classification was permitted to reflect such complexities.

This second classification was called the behavior system adverb code. It

included as alternative categories the nine behavioral systems. Thus, a

behavior could be classified in the central act code for the kind of behavior

manifested, e.g. suggesting, and classified in any of the behavioral system

adverbial categories, depending upon the way in which the suggestion was pre-

sented, i.e. aggressively, submissively, nurturantly, sociably, responsibly,

achievement4, self-reliantly, dominantly, or succorantly. In addition to

these classifications of the behavior, other distinctions were made as well.

These included judgments of the purposive nature of the act, its intensity,

whether or not it was responsively compliant, as well as miscellaneous classi-

fications of interest. As these distinctions are not centrally relevant to

the present analysis, little more will be said with regard to them.

In terms of the central significance of the behavior in a given act,

then, it could be coded in (70 x 9 ) = 630 different ways. While the resulting

distinctions would be highly sensitive to differences in behavioral manifesta-

tions, a problem soon became evident. After the observations were completed

and the protocols coded, it was evident that the amount of data collected
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could not support this ['Any distinctions between behaviors. The total number

of child acts coded was approximately 20,000. If the categories occurred

with equal frequency a behavior would occur approximately three times during

the whole course of the study! Through some preliminary counting it became

evident that while some behaviors occurred much more often than others, still

a great deal of category consolidation would be necessary before any meaning-

ful quantitative analyses could be carried out. This raised the question

as to what criteria could be employed to reduce the number of distinctions

made among the behaviors.

To summarize the results of a long process, the criteria finally arrived

at for grouping categories were the following: 1) theoretical equivalence,

2) frequency of occurrence, 3) empirical relationship, 4) unreliability be-

tween similar categories, and 5) interpersonal reference.* To start wivh the

last, the strategic decision was made to include in the analysis only behaviors

which were interpersonal in nature: i.e. behaviors by the child which were

directed at another person. This automatically excluded all those behaviors

the child might have engaged in when alone (except, of course, for the pre-

sence of the observer).

Those categories which were theoretically similar and which the coders

were not able to distinguish with reliability were also automatically grouped

together. A frequency count of the remaining categories was obtained. It

was observed that there were pile-ups of frequencies within a fairly small

percentage of the categories. Ch the basis of this table it was decided that

a much smaller number of categories would represent most of the behavior

*Numerous people took part in this task. Especially involved were Roy
D'Andrade, Thomas Landauer, Beatrice and John Whiting, as well as the pre-
sent writer.

AfC
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observed. As a next step it was decided to explore the empirical relation-

ships existing among the most frequently occurring categories. An r-r analysis

was carried out by intercorrelating these behaviors across the total sample of

children. As it was important to maintain the adverbial floater wherever

possible, a procedure was used in determining the use or non-use of the adverbial

floater. Any central act-adverbial floater category combination which had

1) an adverbial floater from a system different than that implied by the central

act coding, and 2) a frequency of greater than 67 was included as a separate

category in the correlation matrix. If one or the other of these two conditions

was not met, the category included in the correlation matrix was defined by

the central act distinction solely. Those categories which did not reach a

frequency of 67, even when disregarding the adverbial floater distinction, were

dropped from the analysis. The resulting number of categories included in the

correlational analyses was 32.

The empirical relations between categories were examined, keeping in mind

the theoretical distinctions provided by the underlying conceptualisations of

behavioral systems. On the basis of these criteria, category groupings were

made to yield the categories listed below.

1) Caves help. Any behavior which was categorized as giving help in the
central act categorization, irrespective of adverbial floater attached.

2) agg2emaSSMAWZ Constructed from three multiple classified be-
haviors.

a) Any behavior which was classified as "suggests" within the cen-
tral act code, and was classified as either "responsibly" or
"nurturantly" within the adverbial floater oode.

b) Any behavior which was classified as "suggests" within the cen-
tral act code, and as "taking an adult role" within the purposive
nature of the act code, and not classified within the behavioral
system adverb code as either "aggressively", "submissively",
"sociably", "aohievmsently", "dominantly" or "sucoorantly".

c) Any behavior ooded as "assaults on person" in the central
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2) Amatelmtmeanalt.

c) (continued) act code and coded with "nurturantly" or
"responsibly" in the adverbial floater column. (These were
very infrequent.)

The large majority of behaviors included within the "suggests responsibly"
category were drawn from the first component described.

3) Re rimands. This category is made up of four sub-categories.
a Any category that was scored as a reprimand in the central

act code, irrespective of behavioral system floater attached.b) Any category that was coded as "warns" within the central actcoding.
c) A classification of "threatens punishment by speaker" in the

central act code if the act was also either classified as
"taking adult role" in terms of its purposive nature, or as
"responsibly" or "nurturantly" in the behavioral system ad-
verb distinction.

d) Any act of behavior which was coded as "accuses of deviation"
within the central act code.

4) Attempts to dominate. This category is composed of two kinds of multiple
classifications.

a) Any behavior which is coded as 'suggests" in the central category
classification, and is coded as "dominantly" in the behavioral
system adverb code.

b) Any behavior which: is coded as "suggests" in the central act
code; has no behavioral system adverbial floater; is not coded
as "adult role" for its purposive nature; and is not coded as
moderate or less in act intensity.

"Suggests dominantly" provided the major part of the frequency for thisact.

5) Calls attention to self. This incorporates two sub-categories.erAy behavior which is coded as "arrogates self" in the central
act column.

b) Any behavior which is coded as "seeks approval (for self)" in
the central act column.

These two categories were combined because they were intercorrelatedwith one another; individually they were too infrequent to use as
separate behaviors; and theoretically they were held to be somewhat
similar in that both had involved the child's acting in a manner soas to direct the other's attention toward himself. (More specifically,if the intention of the child's act is realized, in both cases another
person will be present on the occasion when approval is bestowed uponthe child -- in one case by the child himself, in the other by the par-ticipating target.)
While the reasons for the grouping of these two sub- categories was less
evident than most of the others, their empirical relations were strongenough to suggest functional equivalence. However, it has since been
established ia many of the analyses that this category bears a variable
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5) Call, attentl:on to self. (continued)
relation to other variables. For this reason, it is retrospectively
thought that this grouping was perhaps not a good idea.

6) Act o Acts sociable is composed of four sub-categories.
a Any behavior which is coded as "suggests" within the central

act classification, and as "sociably" within the behavioral
system adverb column.

b) Any act coded as "joins group interaction" within the central
act cods.

c) Any act coded as "greets" within the central act code.
d) Any act coded as "is sociable" within the central act code.

"Is sociable" provided most of the frequency for this behavioral con-solidation.

7) Gives support or approval. This category is made up from two separate
categories.

a) Any behavior which was coded in the central act classification
as "giving emotional support or affection".

b) Any behavior which was classified in the central act code as
"giving another approval".

These two behaviors were theoretically viewed as similar, and empirical-
ly were correlated with one another.

8) Contactl phYsicaliz. Any behavior which was coded in the central act
classification as "physical contacts", was a part of this category for
analysis, irrespective of the behavioral floater.

9) Succorance. Succorance is composed of two types of behavior.
mlassiairrrny behavior which was coded as "suggests" in the central cate-

gory classification, and as either "submissively" or "succor-
antly" in the behavioral system code.

b) Any behavior that was coded as "asking for help" in the central
act column, irrespective of behavioral system floater.

10) Assaults Physically. soctiaNx. Included as an instance of sociable
physical assault, is any category that is added as "assaults on person"
in the central act, coded as "sociably" in the behavioral system
code, and coded as "other than accidental" or "adult role" in terms of
the purposive nature of the act.

11) sa t oc a . Included as non-sociable physical
assa g are on as "assaults on person" in central act
code, coded as neither "accidental" nor "adult role" in purposive nature
of act code, and as neither "sociably", "responsibly" or "nurturantly"in the behavioral system classification.

12) injacaspiLL...bsions. Symbolic aggressions were composed of six types
of behaviors.

a) Any behavior coded as "frightens° in the central act coding.b) Any behavior coded as "insults" in tho central act coding.
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12) SVmbolic Axaression. (continued)

a) Any behavior coded as "threatens physically by gesture" in
the central act coding.

d) Behavior coded as 'threatens punishment" by speaker in the central
act code, which is not coded as "aiult role" in purposive
nature of act, and not coded as "sociably" in behavioral system
classifications.

e) Any behavior coded as "challenges to competition" in the
central act code.

f) Any behavior coded as "suggests" in the central act code, and
as "aggressively" in the behavioral system classification.

These twelve categories will provide the data for the analyses carried out

in this report.

METHOD

Our first question asks to what extent the relations among pairs of be-

havioral categories is consistent across societies. Or, conversely, to what

extent is there variability among categories of behavior from socic4 to society.

One possibility is that the correlations among all behaviors are sufficiently

consistent from society to society so that it can be assumed that underlying

interpersonal situations are factors which invariably produce patterns of

behavior, irrespective of the culture in which the interpersonal behavior takes

place. While living in a different culture may make a difference in peoples°

lives, and perhaps in terms of some of the ways in which they relate to one

another, the cultural condition does not effect the structural profile of a

child's interpersonal behavior. A child who is high, for example, in giving

help in a culture is, relative to other children in that culture, also a fre-

quent giver of support-approval, irrespective of which culture the child is

from.

Within the framework of consistency across cultures, it is also possible
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that there may be an invariant lack of relation between behaviors. That is,

the correlation between any two variables hovers around zero, irrespective of

the culture. In this case two types of argument might be generated to account

for this invariant lack of relation. The more familiar interpretation would

be that the chain of events which would produce a relation between categories

is too complex. That is, there are so many contingencies, that the probability

of them all occurring is sufficiently unlikely so that a lack of relation would

be consistently generated.

A less familiar interpretation is that the consistent lack of correlation

is due to the fact that the behaviors oontain underlying dimensions having

different relations to one another. Each behavioral category could be, for

instance, the reflection of two underlying dimensions. One of the dimensions,

say power, Night be positively reflected in one of the behavioral categories

and negatively reflected in another. Such a characterization would produce a

negative relation between the two categories. However, the second dimension,

say affiliation, might be positively represented in both the categories. This

would produce a positive correlation between the two behaviors. If the positive

and negative relations were of equal strength, the result would be a zero

correlation between the two categories. If these two behaviors reflected

consistent weightings on the two dimensions, the correlation between the two

categories would be consistently around sero.

Returning to the more familiar possibility - that of a consistent positive

or negative relation among types of bei.tvior - such a finding mad be inter-
;preted by at least two kinds of orientations. First, a personality theorist

might explain the relation among behaviors by maintaining that both were reflect-
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ing the same underlying need. Thus, if it were held that some people have a

greater need for dominance than others, a consistent positive relation be-

tween reprimanding and, say, suggesting responsibly, would be interpreted as

indicating that both were at least partially provoked by the person's need

to dominate (c.f. Leary, 1937). A consistent negative relation between suggest-

ing and complying with other's suggestions, would be interpreted in the same

way. An assumption in such a view is that the phenotypic behaviors are more

specific than the underlying need. In the service of the need they can serve

as functional equivalents.

The second orientation amenable to consistent relations among behavioral

categories across cultures is one holding the human condition to be such that

the environment produces consistent press on interpersonal behaviors. For

instance, at the level of small group behavior, it may be held that leader-

ship functions must be fulfilled irrespective of culture, in order for the

group to move toward its goals. The enactment of a leadership role would in-

volve the production of behaviors which can be differentiated on some dimension,

but which commonly serve to facilitate group locomotion. Thus, because reprimand-

ing and suggesting responsibly both work to locomote the group, and perhaps

work best when enacted by the same occupant, persons holding a leadership

position will tend to enact both of these behaviors more than the average

group member. As such, to the extent that leaders are necessary in interperson-

al situations, these behaviors will be consistently related to one another,

irrespective of interpersonal situation or culture. This second view assumes

behaviors to be often and consistently related to one another because of the

functional requisites of the social system.

A third position, of course, is that the personality structure and .;he
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environmental situation both act to combine in producing consistent relations

among behaviors. As opposed to finding consistent relations among all be-

haviors across all societies, is the possibility of finding no consistent

relations among any two behaviors across societies. Such a result would be

interpreted as indicating that the effects of living in a particular culture

overwhelm whatever universal variables might otherwise be operative to fix

relations among categories of behavior.

At the level of personality, it could be maintained that each culture

produces its own personality syndromes which integrate needs idiosyncratically.

Or, again, while personality dimensions are universal, the kinds of behaviors

which are used to realize them are culture-specific. While reprimanding and

suggesting responsibly may be the way in which dominance is achieved in one

society, giving help may be the way in which it is realized in another. At the

level of environmental explanation it can be offered that societal organizations

vary sufficiently in their adaptation to their environment, so that each may

give rise to culturally unique profiles of interpersonal behavior.

While both the generally consistent and inconsistent patterns are pos-

sible, it is more reasonable to suppose that the actual state of affairs is

somewhere between the two. Some relations among behaviors will be more consis-

tent than others; some relations among behaviors will be eloser than others.

Our immediate task is to establish how much consistency we might expect among

specific behaviors; we are further interested in the nature of this consistency.

Once this is accompliohga, we can turn to the question of explaining the

emergent patterns.
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illitesolLactioras?

We are faced at once with deciding what kind of a behavioral measure to

use. Two suggest themselves immediately: the rate of enacting a particular

behavior, and the probability of enacting one particular interpersonal behavior,

rather than another.

The r ate measure is obtained by dividing the frequency with which a child

enacts a particular behavior by the total amount of time he was observed. This

yielde a rate of producing a given action per hour. This is the most typical

measure used in observational studies.

The probability measure is obtained by dividing the frequency with which

a child enacts a particular category of interpersonal behavior by his total

frequency of enacting any interpersonal behavior. This yields a measure of

the likelihood that a child will produne a particular kind of social act, given

that he is going to Anact an interpersonal behavior.

These two measures have been necessary in many studies because of the

fact that some people are more interpersonally active than others. Thus, one

child, by virtue of his high social participation, may enact more of every kind

of interpersonal behavior than another less active child. In order to find

out to what extent these two behavioral measures differed in our sample,

we intercorrelated the twelve rate scores with the corresponding twelve proba-

bility measures. These intercorrelations are reproduced in Table I.

First of all it can be seen that the rate and probability measure° in

each society share between 70 and 80 percent'common variance. This indicates

that the two behavioral measures are reasonably similar. However, the twenty-

five percent of the variance not in common to the two measures is sufficient
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TABLET

Relation of Probabilities to Rates

Okin. Phil. Ind. Mex. N.E. Afr. 2r
cr. vies he p

Suggests responsibly
Reprimands
Attempts to dominate
Acts sociable
Calls att. to self
Gives support-approval
Contacts physically
Su000ranoe
Assaults sociably
Assaults
S mbolic a reseion

All undetleit
2

.7 ;57 .b9
945 .906 .909
.859 .926 .918
.874 .765 .909
.807 .542 .807
.893 .935 .903
.855 .918 .720
.914 .964 .958
.846 .854 .835
.959 .857 .733
.965 .955 .940

.816 .8

.77. .7 2 .700

.939

.935

.850

.594

.934

.896

.977

.932

.872

.951

.82

.7e

847 .892 .822 .825
.812 .776 .769 .754
.888 .954 .766 .821
.709 .615 .400 .688
.889 .759 .787 .875
.823 474 .695 .788

.978 .912 .904 .934

.738 .888 .724 753

.962 .987 .811 .861

.957 .891 .890 .868
5 .6 2 .738

.729 .717 .741

.681

.568

.674

.473

.766

.621

.872

.557

.741

.753

.y45

.f)42

to, on occasion, give separate pictures of the same behavior. This will be

discussed in greater detail below. Ther© is little variance between cultures

in this relation. In India and Africa there appears to be more independence

between rate and probability measures than in Mexico and Okinawa.

If one disregards the ouV,ure in which the child is studied and correlates

rates and probability measures across all 134 children at once, the corresponding

common variance drops 10%. This is viewed as indicating that factors associated

with individual cultures reduce the total consistency of the relation among these

two behaviors by this amount. It is thought that conditions associated with

observational methods might account for this increased variation. In particular,

some observer notes were more detailed than those from other cultures. Thts

produced a greater number of categorized actions when coded by coders. Assum-

ing a consistent relation between rates and probabilities across cultures, it

would be the case that the mean probability scores for each category would be

consistent. The rate scores, however, due to the observer differences in
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information provided in the protocols, would vary from society to society.

The result is that the correlation across all'childron would be reduced

by this added source of variability.

Looking now at the rows of the matrix rather than the columns, it can be

seen that the relation between some category rates and probabilities is much

less than among others. In particular, the relation between a child's rate

of acting sociable, and the probability of his doing so is quite low. About

half the time a child who is infrequently sociable will be a child who has a

high probability of being sociable if he interperionally,acts at all. The

relation between these two measures is particularly low in Philippines, Mexico,

and Africa. To a lesser extent the relations between the frequencies and

probabilities of Symbolic aggression, Gives help, and Gives supad:uproval

are also less closa. By way of contrast, the relation betkc5en the rate and

probability of Contacts very.close (r2=.904). Children who

frequently make physical contact with others are also very likely to enact

such a behavior when they interpersonally respond. The same is true with

children who assault.

These variable relations can be ordered approximately by the average rate

of occurrence of the category. Those categories which yield moderate relations

between rates and probabilities are the more frequently occurring behaviours.

Those categories which reflect close relations are least frequently enacted.

In summary, it can be said that there is more variance between categories

than between cultures in the closeness of the relation between the rate and

probability measures. In either case the relation rune from moderate to quite

close. By way of strategy of presentation, we will present a more detailed
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analysis of rates, but will discuss probabilities as well, where there are

marked differences in the results.

The strategy finally arrived at for answering the question of consistency

of behavioral relations departs greatly from that originally envisioned. This

is so because the initial strategy proved unsuccessful. First, the product-

moment correlation matrices of the twelve categories were computed separately

for each of the six cultures. This procedure was don. once for behavioral

,rates and once for behavioral proportions. third set of correlation matrices

was constrv,cted by partialing out the rate of social actiuity from the correla-

tions among category rates. The second step was to use a principal components

solution to factor analyze each of these 18 correlation matrices. The third

step was to use various mathematical and theoretical criteria to rotate each

set of xatrices (rates, proportions, and rates with over-all social activity

rate partialled out) to similar factor structures. The plan was to then get

Six sets of factor scores for each ohild in the sample on the basis of each

of three sets of analysis. These would be intercorrelated to see to what

extent the. factor structures were substitutable for one another.

This line of analysis never proceeded beyond various rotations of the

principal component solutions. The reason for this is that the emergent

rotated structures never appeared similar enough to warrant the further analysis.

Two 'kinds of reasons might 'be responsible for' this failure to find factorial

similarity. First, the lack of similarity between cultural analysis could

be indicative that none existed -- that is, personality structures within

cultures are idiosyncratic to cultures. If such were the case, then the

null hypotheses regarding cross-cultural dimensions of social behavior would
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not be disproved. This certainly would be a finding in itself. The study might

have been terminated at this point.

However, a second possible reason for the lack of similarity might be

found. In particular, it might be that two methodological short-comings

were responsible for our substantive difficulties. Moat pertinent is the size

of the N's involved in the analysis ranging from 24 to 16. (Twenty-four

children were included from New England, Okinawa, Phillipine, and India.

In Mexico there were 22 children, and in Africa, there were 16.) A general

minimum commonly recommended as requisite for a factor analysis is 50. With

such small Ides, it is easily likely that the correlation matrix factored might

be highly effected by sources of variance idiosyncratic to the particular chil-

dren selected for our sample. This variability might be accentuated by the

second short coming in method the amount of each child's social behavior

which was observed. As. the average child was observed for a total of approximate-

ly an hour and a half'. totsl time, the amount of behavior of th© child included

for analysis tended to be about 134 interpersonal acts. Thus, the sample of

a child's behavior -- particularly considering that he was observed in various

settings with various people present and absent -- might be an inadequate re-

presentation of his over-all behavioral patterns. The moderate behavioral

stability scores we obtained partially bears this out.*

Sxamination of the correlation matrices seemed to indicate more similarity

across cultures than was appearing in the factor analyses. It appeared that

some correlations within each of the cultures were perhaps significantly modifying

*The details of this analysis will be reported in Whiting, Whiting, Lambert,
and Longabaugh,TAldpen of_Siz Catureog
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the common variance picture. Thus, further attempts to test oonsisteney of

behavioral relations appeared warranted. This belief was strengthened by one

research operation undertaken. A correlation matrix was computed for the 12

categories' rates using the total number of children in the sample as an N.

This matrix ignored the cultural identification, of the child. It was factor-

analyzed (principal components solution) and rotated (with a varimax criterion).

The emergent factor structures for both the principal components solution and

the varimax rotation were highly interpretable. Thus, it appeared that the

raising of the N to 134 by pooling cultures enabled a meantngful structure to

emerge from the component parts which individually failed to produce such a

structure. From this it was concluded that the lack of consistency

to a great extent might be attributable to inadequate Nos.

From these considerations a less powerful test of cross - cultural dimensions

of behavior was arrived at. It was decided to test for cross-cultural in-

variances by the following procedures. First, we would undertake a search

for bi-variate cross-cultural consistencies. This strategy was accomplished

by: 1) converting the separate correlation matrices for each society to

"z" scores, 2) summing these variates across cultures and testing the mean

variate for statistically significant departure from a zero relation, and

then 3) asking whether or not the correlation between each pair of acts from

the six cultures could be considered to have been drawn from an identical

sampling distribution. The question is whether or not the six correlations

are all sample estimates of the same true correlation. In order to test this,

the sample standard deviation obtained from the six zoo was compared with the

expected standard deviation of the sampling distribution. If values were ob.

1
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tained which were significantly larger than expected (.025 was used as the

criterion), then the hypothesis that ell six correlations were drawn from the

same sampling universe was also thrown into question. This type of analysis

yields four probable outcomes: 1) the relationship between the two categories

of behavior does not depart from zero, and this assertion is not affected by

culture, 2) the relations between the two categories does depart significantly

from zero, and this assertion is not affected by culture, 3) the relations be-

tween the two categories departs from zero, but this assertion is effected by

culture, that is, it cannot be supposed that all six correlations were obtained

from the same sampling universe, and 4) the relations betweig the two categories

does not depart from zero across the six cultures, but the cultural relations

significantly vary from one another. Again, the assumption that the correlations

have been obtained from the same population universe is in question.

Following this quest for bivariate universals, we again attempted to dis-

cover a universal underlying factor structure for these relations among behaviors.

This question is pursued by 1) common factor analysis, and 2) a study of the

patterning of the product-moment correlations in the form of an informal search

for ordering factors. (Guttman, 1954; 266.268). The common factor analysis

is performed on an r matrix obtained across the six cultures by the conversion

of the summed z scores back to rls. This, of course, is a less powerful test

of common factorial structure than that originally proposed. However, on the

basis of the intervening analyses it appears justified.
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The examination ofpossible patterns of correlations is undertaken in-

formally. In particular, the correlation matrix is examined for evidence of

circularity of relations -- or the possibility of a "circumplex structure".

(Guttman, 1934). This method, developed by Guttman, and first applied to the

.analysis of interpersonal behavior by Uriel Foa (F641,1961 ) has become a sig-

nificant concern to workers in this field within the past few years. This method

will be explained in detail below, when the question Is pursued. We turn now

to the first of these three analyses, the quest for bi-variate universals.

RESULTS

In terms of interpreting the data, it should be made explicit that the

subject populations were not randomly selected in a strict sense. The cultures

studied were partially chosen on the basis of the interests of the members of

the field team. Despite this bias, the world population seems reasonably

represented.

A more important departure in the sampling unit is involved in the

choice of the children to be observed. Rather than selecting these children

to maximise their within- culture independence of one another, the children

were included in the sample on the basis of their being members of families

who knew one another. (i.e. They were of the same "primary sampling unit".)

Thus, it was quite likely that the children in fact interacted with one another

frequently, perhaps on a day - today basis. The effect of such a procedure is

to reduce the independence of cases to an unknown extent. Idiosyncratic factors

applicable to particular relationships in the group observed are maximised, as

well as other factors related to role dependency. This bias should produce an

additional source of variation contributing to the differences between cultures.



The effect should be to inflate between-societal differences beyond what they

might otherwise be if a random sampling procedure had been used.

In order to do these *Waves, the correlations were converted to "s"

scores. To uncover significant departures of relations from sero, mean sls

across the six societies were obtained. To simplify computations, a variance

score based on the average a was obtained (as in only one case did the N

depart greatly from the others - in Africa, where the N was 16 rather than 24).

The computations resulted in a standard deviation of 0.0926, which was used

in all cases for obtaining significant departures from O.*

In order to test for significant variances, the sample standard deviations

from the six zls were obtained and these were compared with the expected

standard deviation if all six variances were drawn from the same distribution.

The resulting 'ratios were interpreted by recourse to a chi-square distribution

with confidence limits of 0.25 at each end of the distribution. These two

analyses were carried out both for the correlations among rates and along

proportions. The results are presented in Tables II and III below..

Rates

Only eight of the 66 relations among rates of behavior were sufficiently

variable to reject (at the .05 level) the hypothesis that they had been ob-

tained from the same population universe. Of these eight, seven were obtained

where the relations between the two behaviors did not significantly depart

from zero. Or, put another way, of the 19 oases where there was found to be

a departure of the mean relationship among two categories from zero, in only

one of these cases is the variance sufficient to reject the proposition of

* I would like to thank Professor Lindsey Churchill of Cornell University
for devising and working through the details of this procedure.
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TABLE II

ves h p
(44

Gives su p-app

800
6

Contacts phys.
(7)

Succoranoe

Assaults soc.

Mutate
111)

Symbolic aggr.
12

6

1.30

Legends
1. In the top half of each Dill is the Chi-Square value obtained in

testing for significant variance. Chi-square exceeding 12.832 is
significant at beyond the Or.025 level. This indicates significant

. variance between cultures.
2. In the bottom half of each cell is the ft" value obtained in testing

for significant departures from sero correlation between behaviors.
"tea" exceeding 1.96 indicate a departure from smog significant at
the p <005 level.

consistency of relationship across cultures. In this one case, all of the r4-

lations obtained were positive - however, some very strongly so, and others only

weakly.



Invariant Significant Relations Between Behaviors

Some behaviors are less variable than others in their relations with

other behaviors. Attempting to dominate and reprimanding are particularly

likely to be less variant in thoir relations with others, while contacting

physically and assaulting physically, are often variantly related to other

behaviors. These latter two behaviors, it will be remembered, have the lowest

frequencies of occurrence. This in itself may account for their lack of

consistency. To summarize the relations obtained:

1) A child who frequently grAms to dominate others will also be one
who frequently ii,ximandi and suggests responsibly to others (p<.001).
Such a child is more likely to assault others sociably, and be
symbollicallY aggressive (p4.01). To a lesser extent he would be
likely to give support-approval to others (p.05).

2) A child who frequently suggest responsibly to others, in addition to
attempting to dominate others, is more likely to give support- approval,
to others and act sociable toward others (p4C.001). He is less likely
to give help to others (p <.01). To a lesser extent he is also unlikely
to assault (p <.05).

3) A child who frequently reprimands others, and attempts to dominate
others, is also more likely to give support-approval to others (p 4(.001).
He also, more probably, acts sociable toward others and calls :Men-,
tion to self (p<.01). To a lesser extent he probably gives help, to
others (134(.05).

4) A child who frequently gives suoportLasmoza to others, in addition
to being more likely to , s est res nsib to others
(p <.001) and attem is to a e others p< e is also more
likely to We help to others p4(.001

5) A child who frequently gives help to others is also likely to du
support-approval to them (p < .001), and suggest ai.1)- (p <.01)
and others (p <.05).

These five behaviors form a partial cluster. Two are not significantly

related to one another: attempts to dominate and gives help. Both of these

acts share in their assumption of being able to mediate outcomes for others;

however, helping is quite supportive in affect, whereas attempting to dominate
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is quite negative.

Budianding and maggmangzsgagn= are significantly related

positively to one another across societies. However, they are also highly

variant in their relationship. In New &gland their correlation is +.04,

.essentially zero, whereas in Africa their correlation is .79. In four of the

six societies, the correlation among these two categories is (at the .05 level)

significantly different from zero. In Okinawa, the correlation is +.19.

Thus, it may be that two of the cultures are different from the other four on

this dimension. However, the over-all effect is so large ( p4C.001) as to

cause us to treat lightly this culturally-related variance.

In general, then, we suspect that we have found a broad tendency for

mediating-type behaviors to cluster together in particular children within each

society and not in others. However, the differential relations of these

behaviors to others outside the cluster indicates that they are not in all

ways equivalent. We shall pursue this analysis shortly.

6) A child who frequently is nocorant is alto likely to be one who acts
sociable (p4C.001) and call attention to solf (p4;.01).

7) rarInho acts sociable, in addition to being succorant is also highly
likely to 1jittioLLItontelaelf (p <.001).

Here a second cluster seems to be present: children who are highly de-

pendent on others for attention, support and help, because they are dependent,

are also likely to be sociable.

The third cluster is small, and partially overlapping with the first:

8) A child who is more likely to use c a scion is also likely

frequently use symbolic ession and

to assault ntarsicall, (sociably) (p 001 addition thous who
se ociab are also

likely to attemtt to dominate others (p 4.01

Attempting to dominate others is a mode used both by symbolically aggressive
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children and by responsible children. In like fashion, sociability is likely

to be frequently found in both responsible children and in dependent children.

The consistency and meaningfulness of these three semi-independent be-

havioral clusters gives high credibility to the proposition that there do

exist universal patterns of interpersonal behavior. This is not to say that

cultures do not effect these patterns. It is likely that they have some modest

effect on the relations reported here; it is also so that they have a marked

effect on relations among other behaviors to be reported in a subsequent section.

However, as our primary quest is for the detection of cross-cultural relations

among behaviors, we may conclude that such relations do ozist.

Behaviors Consistently Negatively Related (Rates)

In no case were the rates of two kinds of behavior consistently negatively

related to one another. This fact is related to the observation that there were

few negative correlations between the behavioral rates. Within a society, if

a child was more likely than another child to give help, say, he was also more

likely to seek help from others. Thus, a general factor in behavior across

the six societies seems to be the childls over-all social participation.

Some children are more integrated into social life than are others. When we

report the relations among act proportions, we shall see that there are negative

relations between certain kinds of acts when social participation rate is held

constant.

Variable Relations Between Rates of Behaviors

Now we turn to the question of which relations among behaviogis are sig-

nificantly effected by culture. Eight relations between acts are so classified,

In Appendix A can be found the correlation matrices obtained for each of the
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six separate cultures. One of these relations . that between reprimanding and

patina rgsnonsiblv . achieves a very significant departure from zero despite

this large variance. In four of the six societies (Africa, Philippines, Mexico

and India) the obtained correlation was significant at the .05 level or better.

In Okinawa, the obtained "r" was .20, whereas in New England it was .04.

Thus, in the four cultures mentioned, particularly Africa, a child who is a

frequent reprimander is also likely to make frequent responsible suggestions

to others. On the other hand, in New England, the child who reprimands may or

may not be the one who also is making the responsible suggestions.

The other seven correlations which were demonstrated to be effected by

culture achieved no over..all departure from zero. In each of these relations,

sometimes the correlation between the two behaviors was significantly positive,

sometimes significantly negative, and more often significantly departing from

zero in neither direction.

Contacting physically was involved in three of these variable relations.

In Mexico (r=..491, 0:4,05) and Africa (r=..392, p=n.a.) physical contact with

others was negatively related to re riplanding If a child of these cultures

engages in physical contact a great deal, he is unlikely to be a frequent

reprimander of others. On the other hand, in Okinawa, children who are frequent

reprimanders are also children who engage in frequent physical contact, with

others (r= .547, p4;.01). (For the remaining three societies the correlation

was about zero).

contacting physically was also variably related to being sociable with

others. In India it was highly likely that children who were frequently in

physical contact with others were also more apt to be engacmd in sociable
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interaction with others (r=.641, p< .01). This also tended to be the case

in the Philippines (rac.404, pries.). However, in the other tour cultures there

seemed to be no partiaular relation between these two apts.

Contacting physically was further variably related to calling attention

to oneself. In Africa children who physically contacted others were unlikely

to call attention to themselves. (r=-.584). In the other five cultures there

was no relation between these two behaviors, except perhaps in Okinawa where

the direction was the other way. Children who were frequently physically

contacting others were also more likely to be calling attention to themselves

(r=1.388, pagn.s.).

Calling attention to oneself is also variably related to giving help to

others. In Okinawa children who give help to others are also likely to be

frequently calling attention to themselves (r=.759, p4:.01). However, in

none of the other five societies did any directional relation appear.

Giving help was variably related to assaulting physically. In Africa,

children who were frequent help- givers were also frequent physical aseaultere

of others (r=.$25, p(.05). In contrast, children in Okinawa who were frequent

help.givers were infrequent assaulters (r=6.511, p<.05). The other four

cultures fell somewhere in between these two extremes.

Sociable physical assaults were variantly related to the child's

succorant behavior. In Mexico, children who were dependent were also children

who playfully physically animated others (r=.621, p4:.05). At the other extreme

were Philippine children who, if they were dependent, were unlikely to engage

in playful physical assaults with others (r=6.441, p<.05). For the other four

societies the correlations were around zero.
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The last significantly variable relation was between gatjalkLbaggression,

and litylniummaziguaga. In Africa, children who are supportive of others

are also likely to be involved in symbolic aggressions with others (rle.318,

p.05). Thus, they tend to be either neither aggressive nor supportive, or

they are both. By contrast, the children of Mexico are one or the other but

not both. That is, the children who are supportive of others are less symbolical-

ly aggressive, whereas the symbolically aggressive children are not supportive

of others (r=-.445, p ( .03).

tremes.

The other societies fall between these two ex-

If one is to accept these sample variations as reflecting real variation

in relations between these behaviors in different societies, then on the basis

of this analysis one would conclude that Africa and Okinawa are least similar

to one another in behavioral structures. As such they might reflect alternative

cultural patterns for ordering social roles. In Africa, it would seem, ex-

pression of negative affect is permitted in those who enact the nurturing role.

African children who are high on helping, suggesting responsibly, and giving

support - approval, are also high on reprimanding, assaulting physically, and

symbolic aggression. In Okinawa, the expression of aggression is prohibited

from those who nurture. These children are less likely to use reprimands,

symbolic aggression, or physical assaults. They are permitted, however, to

call attention to themselves.

These suggestions of cultural differences as observed between samples,

are perhaps premature. The evidence is not yet sufficient to interpret these

results as true cultural differences, although the temptation to do so is

compelling.
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In this section we parallel with proportions the analysis which we have

just completed for act rates. Our reason for doing so is that by using the

proportion scores we get a better idea as to which behaviors are invariantly

negatively related to one another. This is so, of course, because we have

ta'<en out the overriding factor of amount of social participation. Here the

association is not between the frequencies of the behavioral enactments, but

rather with the associations among probabilities of enacting behaviors, given the

presence of a social act in the first place.

Invariant Si ificant Relations Between BehavioralProportions

In comparison with the analysis among rates of behavior, there is a slight-

ly larger percentage of significant relations among proportions. Twenty-eight

correlations were found to depart significantly from zero (at the .05 level).

Of these 28 correlations, 9 were found to also vary significantly across cultures.

Thus, nineteen bi-variate relations were found to consistently depart from zero

across the six cultures.

As would be expected with proportion scores, the vast majority of these

consistently significant relationships are negative in sign. That is, when the

child acts, the more likely he is to do x, the less likely he is to do y.

Seventeen out of the nineteen correlations are negative. The two positive

correlations are between 1) symbolic aggression and assaulting sociably and

2) giving approval and giving help. These correlations were also significant

in the rate analysis, and so we shall say no more about them here.

The pattern of negative correlations is interesting in that it complements

the correlational pattern found in the relations among rates. There, it will be
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TABLE III

Te t of StmLL..maalast11,tivaj1" to of R......21Litisa
tween ons

6
to .." na e
1

Reprima s
2

Sugg respons.
2 28.1 02 6 86.1 8.

60 2 08.1 84 88.1
Gives help

5.7
(4) 2.1

Gives supp.app.

Acts sociable
6

contacts phys.

1.1 2 80.2 48
2. '15

.4 2.08 ..93.2.25
8817.94 3.44 6.51
40 1 1.2.42

0 2.96
8.2 02

7.77
5.8 1

7

2 48.2
ccorance

8
Calls att. to self

sea
10

p

Assa is
7711

1.60ym aggr.
(12)

I. In the top half of each cell is the Chi-square value obtained in
testing for significant variance. Chi.square exceeding 12.821 is
significant at beyond the p = .025 level. This indicates signifi.
cant variance between cultures.

2. In the bottom half of each cell is the "t" value obtained in
testing for significant departures from zero correlation between
behaviors. A "t" exceeding 1.96 indicates a departure from zero,
significant at the pm.05 level.

remembered, we found three clusters of behaviors:I) a responsibility.nurturance.

dominance cluster, 2) an aggression cluster, and 3) a dependence cluster. In

the associations among proportions we obtain negative relations between these

clusters (whereas in the correlations among rates the clusters were mainly

'."



orthogonal to one another). Thus, if we take out the variable of Low much a

child interacts with others, it can be seen there are three general modes of

children's response to others, which tend to preclude one another: nurturance,

aggression, and dependence. Let us document this:

to t ance. Gives help, which is at the center of this cluster,
a negat ve related tos acts soc iable (p4(.001), contacts phYsica
(p4(.05), (p4:.05) and symbolic aggressions, (0<.05)lly .

Sociability and physically contacting tend to be part of the dependence

cluster. (Helping is negatively correlated with dependence, but the size of the

correlation is small). The two aggressions form the aggression cluster.

The behaviors which in the rate analysis were part of the nurturance cluster,

tend to relate in the same way to the other two clusters, though less strongly

than does helpings

A child who Ores support- approval is unlikely to act sociable (154..001)
and is unlikely to use symbolic aggression (p4;.05, aggression cluster).
A child who likes to suggest reemonsibly with a high probability is
unlikely to act sociable (p4:.05, dependence cluster), assault

(p4.01), or be symbolically aggressive (p4C.05, aggression
cluster
A child who is likely to attempt to dominate is unlikely to act
sociable (p4.01) or to act succorant (dependence cluster, Pir705).
A chi d who is likely to reprimand is unlikely to assault sociably,
0(.05) or to use symbolic aggression ( 1)4.05).

The only noticeable differences (other than fewer relations obtained for

these other behaviors) are that dominating is related negatively only to the

dependence cluster, and not to the aggression cluster, while reprimanding, is

negatively related only to the aggression cluster and not to the dependence

cluster. (However, reprimanding is related negatively to the dependence cluster

in some cultures. This was one of the significantly variant relations.) That

dominance does not negatively relate to aggression is not surprising in that

the aggressions have a dominance component in them (while dominance has an
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aggressive component in it.)

Cluster 2: Aggression. Symbolic aggression is at the center of the ag-
gression cluster. It is negatively related to reprimands (p4;.05),
suggepts responsiblY (p.05), gives help (p.05) and gives support.
approval (p4(.05).

Symbolic aggression, then is negatively related to all of the nurturance

cluster, except for attempts to dominate, which is at the periphery of the

cluster, and more similar to aggression than any of the others. In addition to

relating negatively to nurturance, vaLlicAgIgmaollb is related negatively

to two of the behaviors making up the dependence cluster: succorance (p (.001)

and acts sociable (p(.05).

Assaults sociably relates negatively only to two of the nurturance
cluster acts: reprimands (p<.05) and gives help (p1:.05).

Assaults physically (non-sociably) is negatively related only to
suggests rsponsibly (p<000.

Perhaps this is because a physical assault is generally an unpremeditated

art, whereas being responsible comes only after much socialization. It may be

the least unpremeditated of all the acts categorized in this study. Thus,

the aggression cluster is consistent. No act within the cluster relates sig-

nificantly positively to any act outside of the cluster. Whenever relations

obtain, they are negative.

lagaig21apenalm. Acts sociable is negatively related to the nurturance
cluster, with attemptq to dominate (p4:.01), sugests responsibly
(p.05), gives help (1)4(.000 and gives support-approval (p4(.001).
It is also negatively related,to the aggression cluster, with
assaults sociably (0:401) and with laWallawairmegea (p4:.05).

Contacts physically is negatively related to the nurturance cluster
only. A child who is likely to contact others physically is unlikely
to give help, (p (.05) or to re n (p4r.05). It is also negatively
related to calling attention to t self (p<.05). This last act is
not a consistent part of any of the three clusters. Contacts physical-,k is not significantly related to aggression.
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From our analysis of proportions it would seem that perhaps sociability

is a more prototypic representative of this cluster than is dependence. It

may be, however, that sociability's greater external validity is due to its

greater frequency and stability. Or it could be that this cluster is lees

obviously dependent in the succorant sense, but rather is dependent in the

sense of being needful of the presence of others and their interactions, whether

these be nurturant actions or not.

On the other hand, being dependent is more antithetical to aggression

than it is to =tummies If a child is dependent he is quite unlikely to use

symbolic11Waillin 0(400. He is also unlikely to attempt to

others ( 1)(45). Thus, while acting sociably is negatively related to both

nurturance and aggression, being dependent tends to be negatively related to

aggression but orthogonal to nurturance. Physical contact seems to be negatively

related to nurturance, and orthogonal to aggression, however.

The over-all pattern emerging is that there are three clusters of behavior

which tend to be negatively related to one another. This suggests a universal

human condition, which is more basic than the influence of culture.

pigpificantiv Variant italationa BelwaInggdiggagargs,
Yet culture is operative, too. This can be demonstrated by turning to the

nine relationships between proportion scores which were significantly effected

by culture. In Appendix B are listed the correlation matrices obtained for

each of the six separate cultures.

Physical contact with others was one of the behaviors which was most

affected by culture. In four of the six cultures, it was negatively related

to sumesting responsibly Ohilippines,-.46; Africa, -.43; Mexico, -.38; and
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India, -.15). In New England, however, the relation was positive (r= .34).

In Okinawa, the correlation was +113.

This pattern is duplicated for the relation of contacting

with reprimanding (another category in the responsibility-nurturance cluster).

In the same four societies the relation is negative (Africa, r=6..55, Mexico,

r=6.54, Philippines, r=-.18, and India r="..15.) Again, in New England the

relation is contrastingly positive (r=.30). Iri Okinawa, the correlation

is +.14. The consistency, of these two patterns with one another suggests that

a culturally variant relation truly exists between physical contact and the

responsibility dimension within the nurturance-responsibility cluster. In most

societies children who are responsible are unlikely to engage in physical

contact with others. In New England, however, children who do one are not

unlikely to do the other.

Physical contact also has a variant relation to dependence. For five of

the six cultures the association is practically non-existent. In Africa,

however, the correlation is highly positive (r=.73). Children who engage in

a high proportion of physical contact in Africa are also proportionately

highly dependent. Why this is so is not yet clear.

Suggests responsibly is a second category which has highly variant re-

lations across cultures. In addition to its variant relation to physical

contact, it is also variant in its relations to zurbiansuaz and Riving sup.,

port-approval. In five of the six societies the relation of responsible

suggestions to reprimands is positive. Children who proportionately enact

more responsible suggestions also enact more reprimands. Again, in New

England, however, the relation is reversed (r=6.42). In New England, then,
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contacting physically relates positively to both reprimanding and suggesting

responsibly but these are related negatively to one another. The modal cultural

pattern is that suggesting responsibly and reprimanding, as parts of the

responsibility- nurturance cluster, are related positively to one another, and

each relates negatively to physical contact which is most closely associated

with the dependence cluster. Why the New England pattern should obtain is

not understood.

Suggests responsibly has a significantly variant relation to support-

proval, as well. In New England the relation is positive (r=.54), while in

Africa it is negative (r=-.40). The other four cultures fall between these

two extremes. Thus, it is evident that suggesting responsibly, as a proportion

score, has a variant relation to much of the nurturance cluster and also to

one of the indices of the dependence cluster.

In the aggression cluster, physical assault and embolic aggression vary

in their relation by culture. In five of the six cultures the relation is

around zero (demonstrating the independence of proportion of act scored as

physically assaulting from the more socialized aggression cluster). In Okinawa,

however, the relation is strongly positive (r=.759). Children who physically

assault are more likely to also use symbolic aggression. Okinawa also accounts

for the significantly variant relation between physically assaulting and giving

help. In the other five societies there is no relation between these two cate-

gories. In Okinawa, however, the relation is highly negative (r=..65). Chil-

dren who are proportionately high assaulters are proportionately low helpers.

Thus, it would seem that aggressive children in Okinawa are children who are

really aggressive.
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Sociable assault is significantly variant in its relation to support-

approval across cultures. In five of the six cultures the correlation is

negative (in Mexico and the Philippines significantly so). In India, however,

the relation is significantly positive (r=.58). Perhaps the sociability com-

ponent in sociable assaults is greater in India than most other countries.

The last significantly variant relatio to be reported exists in the re-

lation between heluing and alit= attention_ to the self. In five of the six

societies, the correlations are negative. In Okinawa, however, the correlation

is positive. It is not yet clear why this should be the case. As calling

attention to self is not part of any recognizable cluster, the relation is

more difficult to interpret at this point.

While we have found the existence of culturally-coincident variance in

the relations between some of the behaviors, this variance has not totally

masked the presence of universally invariant relations between behavioral pro-

portions. While it is felt that these variant patterns re,lect real differences

between cultures, we are not yet in a position to be able to account for these

differences.

Summary of Rates and Proportions

We have begun by answering the question as to whether individual categories

of behavior demonstrated invariant relationships across societies. This analysis

has been pursued using both category rates and category proportions. While we

have reported bivariate relations which vary significantly with culture, our

primary quest has been for first-order universal relations between behaviors.

The results of the rate and proportion analyses were equally fertile.

consistent bivariate relations significantly departing from zero (at the .05



level of confidence) were obta/ned for 18 relations between rates (270) and

for 19 relations between proportions (29%). The relations between rates were

overwhelmingly positive, those between proportions primarily negative. Prom

these analyses it can be concluded, with a high degree of confidence, that

there are consistent relations between kinds of behaviors across cultures.

Of the remaining relations, most were consistent but not significantly

departing from zero. There were40 relations between rates (61 %) which were

non-significant, and consistently so, across cultures. There were 38 relations

between proportions which did not significantly depart from zero, consistently

so, across cultures. The remaining relations were those which were significantly

affectedivrculture. Thirteen percent of the relations between rates were cul-

turally variant. Of these 8 relations, 7 were reduced to insignificant departure

from zero by culture effects. One relation, that between pustaests responsibly,

and xmorimands, departed significantly from zero despite obvious cultural

variance.

Of the proportion relations, 114 were effected by culture. Of these,

six (9%) were reduced to an insignificant departure from zero, whereas three

(5$) departed from zero relation across cultures, despite culture-determined

variance.

The conclusion to be drawn from these analyses is that first-order

universal relations between many categories of behavior do exist; further, that

other relations between categories are affected by cultural variance. However,

the primary relation between these categories is one of consistency.

This analysis of the bi-variate relations has yielded more than a report of

single uniformities between behaviors. It has been suggested that there may

be clusters of behavioral categories which perhaps are related by virtue of

AW11.11111101110WOMM4R.77--



common properties. In particular, three clusters Nave been suggested: 1)

a mediational cluster consisting of the categories of helping, suggesting

responsibly, supporting-approving, reprimanding, and attempting to dominate,

2) a dependence cluster consisting of acting sociably, acting dependent and

seeking physical contact with others, and 3) a sociclustev
consisting of playful assault and symbolic aggression. Farther, it would

appear from the proportions analysis that these three behavioral clusters

may be somewhat exclusive of ono another - children characterized by one set of

bohaviors are unlikely to be characterized by behaviors from the other two

clustors as well. This tendency would seem to suggest that factors underlying

these various clusters may have some relation themselves to one another.

Those obsolavations encourage us to pursue the analysis by recourse to

ulti-variate techniques. In the following section, we shall focus on two

such examinations of the data, based on common factor analysis and order factor

analysis.

Common Factor Analysos

We now want to ask to what extent the correlations between these two7va

catogorios of behavior can be v.epresented parsimoniously by a set of underlying

factors. Our procedures for doing so are three-fold.

1) The "z" matrix of the average correlations existing between each two
behavioral categories is converted back to an r matrix.

2) This r matrix is then factor analyzed with a principal components
factor solution ( Harmon', 1960 ), employing unity as the communality.

3) After inspection the first n number f factors are given a variax
rotation.

Those procedures aro performed for both the correlation matrix of category

paten and category proportious.
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The Factor Analysis of Behavioral Rates

Principal Components Solution

The principal components factor analysis has two characteristics:

1) an orthogonal factor space, and 2) maximization of v.he variance extracted

by each prior factor. The first characteristic means that the factor dimensions

obtained are independent of one another; the second, that the first factor ob-

tained will be a general factor maximizing the loadings of each category along

the dimension.

In Table IV is presented the obtained principal components factor matrix.

In Table V, the general statistics for this analysis are reported: lambda,

TABLE IV

lassug Comasets Factor Matrix
of Rates

2

Attempts to Dominate .60754 ..38325
Reprimands .69370 -.01197
Suggests responsibly :73552 .07965
Gives help .40308 .19371
Gives support-approval .50552 - .00973
Acts sociable .56928 .39365
Contacts physically -.00844 .34209
Succorance .34644 .52008
Calls attention to self .41386 .07864
Assaults sociably .22459 ..68075
Assaults -.09137 -.36606
Symbolic aggressions .38941 -.52666

3 4

-.01041 .21202
..28441 -.04797
-.22600 -.03882
-.41085 -.12281
-.51043 .21716
.42832 .10480
.16314 .81935
.53305 -.02580
.33334 -.53774
.42452 .03212

-.05377 .15197
..32910. .14937

5

.27446
-.02404
.33862

-.38671

-.16104
-.07354
-.06160
-.14534
-.24796
.10156

- .77321
-.15661

percentage of variance accounted for, and cumulative variance accounted for.

oking first at Table V we see that five factory have Lambda's with traces

larger than 1.0. This would indicate that those five factors merit serious

consideration for interpretation. In terms of variance accounted for, it can
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TABLE V

Principal Components Factor Analysis of Rates
General btatistics

Factor % Variance Cumul. Variance
Variable Lambda Accounted For Accounted For

1-' 2-.-1545 -21;96 21.0-
2 1.614 1345 35.41
3 1.458 12.15 47.57
4 1.130 9.41 56.98
5 1.091 9.09 66,07
6 .845 7.04 73.11
7 .777 6.48 79.59
8 .686 5.72 85.30
9 .560 4.67 89.97

10 .463 3.66 93.83
11 .396 3.30 97.14
12 .344 2.86 100.00

be seen from this same table that the first eight factors individually account

for more than five percent; of the variance - indicating that their analysis

might be worthy of attention. From Column three of this table, it can be

seen that the first five factors cumulatively account for 66.1% of the total

variance, and the first eight eight factors account for 85.3% of the total.

Before rotations were undertaken, the unrotated solution was examined in order

to determine the likely sources of variances.

It can be seen, as expected, that factor one is a general factor: nine

of the twelve categories have positive loadings over .30. Most highly loaded

are faggoting responsibly and reprimasdi. Following in order of size of

loading are attemetingto dominate, acting sociable, isayeusmappt-aroval,

calls attention to son Axes help and gympolic a atmEkon. Assaults sociably

is less than .30 but still positive, while contacts physically and assaults

have negligible negative loadings on this first factor. Thus, by the generality



of this factor it would appear to be a general factor of social participation.

If a child is likely to engage in much of almost any kind of behavior, he is

likely to be a high participator in most other categories of behavior as well.

This is what was indicated in our earlier bi-variate analyses: rate of social

participation itself, is a general factor ordering the correlations among the

children's social behavior.

Factor two, a bi-polar factor , reflects dependence on one end (acts

sociable, succorancs and contacts physically) and aggression on the other end

(asimulta aociably, symbolic aggressions, attempts to dominate, and assaults).

This reflects the tendency we found in our bi-variate proportions analyses:

aggression and dependence categories are negatively related to one another.

Factor three, also a bi-polar factor, reflects nurturance at one end

(gives support-approval, gizejlaR, and below .30, suggelgjegumagaand

reprimands.) and dependence and aggression at the other end (succorance,

assaults sociably, acts sociable, calls attention to self, and symbolic

aggressions). The appearance of this nurturance factor and its tendency toward

mutual exclusiveness with the dependence and aggression factors reflects, too,

the trends which appeared in our bi-variate analyses of rates and proportions.

In factor four, we find only two categories of behavior with loadings

over .30: contacts physically, (with a loading of .819) and, at the other end,

calls attention to self (with a loading of -.538). This suggests a self-

prominence, other-directedness dimension, but with only two categories in.

volved, it is largely uninterpretable.

Factor five involves three categories with loadings over .30. However,

nZy one assaults, has a high loading (-473). Gives help is loaded in the
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same direction, (-.387), while mune/its resnansiblv is positively loaded on

this factor ( +.339). This dimension suggests a factor of impulsivity --

helping and assaulting indicating impulsive, perhaps innately determined

types of acts while responsibly suggesting reflects a highly socialized type

of behavior which is generally not impulsive. However, helping behaviors may

also be argued to be highly socialized behaviors, although it has been asserted

that nurturance is an innate tendency, particularly of females. Thus, we sus-

pect these two behaviors - giving and assaulting physically, are more likely con -
\,

trolled by their instigation, whereas suggesting responsibly is more likely

to be controlled by its consequences.

Beyond the fifth factor, the category loadings are moderate, and infre-

quent. For this reason, it was decided that the Lambda figure of 1.0 minimum

should be used as the outside basis for number of factors to be rotated.

Varian Rotations

Taking 1) 10% or more of variance individually accounted for as a criterion

for minimum number of factors to be varimax rotated and 2) Lambda of 1.0 or

greater as the maximum number of factors to be accounted for, the first three,

four, and five of the principal component factors were rotated.

The Ave Factor Rotation

In the rotation of the first three principal component factors, we find

fully emerged the dimensions suggested from our bivarlAte analysis. The

results of this rotation can be found in Table VI.

ftctorIviHediotiogo Five categories of behavior are loaded on the firs

factor. Thus, its nature of general social participation has disappearede
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AMYX,

lair= Rotation of First Three Factors of
Princival COM =onto Factor Solution

1

Attempts to dominate .45989
Reprimands .71980
Suggests responsibly .72286
Gives help .58181
Gives support-approval .71032
Acts sociable .21124
Contacts physically -.06445
Succorance -.02022
Calls attention to self .12664
Assaults sociably -.12757
Assaults -.06274
Symbolic aggressions .07070

2 3
.01738 45163
.11793 .17390
623165 ..14906

.04061 .016923
-.10672 -.01567
.77257 .14496
.31720 -.18964
.82112 .00115

.4430 .27532
-.06512 .82071
-.30716 .21669
.04509 .72821

These five categories are all characterized by the attempt to mediate for

others. Most highly loaded on the factor are suggests responsibly (.723).

reprimands (.720) and livessoral. (.710). With lesser loadings

are the categories of iiu.n.,ishelp (.582) and attempts to dominate, (.460).

In each of these categories the focus is on the person, or the behavior of

the person, who is the target for the childlc act: he is being t ld what he

should do for his own good, or th'e good of the social unit of which they are

both members (suggesting responsibly); he is being told that he shouadnot have

done what he has already done (reprimanding); he is being helped in what he

is trying to do; he is being told that what he has done, or who he is, is good

(giving support.appr val); and he is being told what he should be doing,

irrespective of who will benefit from his act (attempting to dominate)g

Thus, the primary mponent is one of attempting to mediate behavioral

choices for others. art the component is not simply dominance;

otherwise the dominance categ ry w Auld bo more gay loadcn n t o gact1020



Similarly, it is not merely nurturance, or helping would be more highly loaded

on the factor* These two categories do share the component of mediating the

outcomes or behaviors of the target person. In attempting to dominate, the

child's concern is that the other should conform to his wishes. In helping,

the child's concern is that the target person succeed in attaining his objective.

Perhaps these categories share lesser loadings because in the first case; there

is too much self-concern, and in the second, too much other-directed concern. If

one removes from consideration acts which are going to clearly benefit the self

or the other, then one is left with a focus which indicates that the action

is for the common good - that is, the functional significance of the act is

that it is a responsible offering of sanction to the target-person.

This factor is uni-polar in nature, indicating that the child's level

of mediation for others is independent of other kinds of behaviors.

Factor II: Sowcial Depriving,. Common to the categories loaded on factor

II is the component of loss to the target at the hands of the actor. An

aggressive component can be found in each of the categories. There is the

assertive component of one person losing at the expense of the winning actor.

Most highly loaded on this factor is the category of playful sociable assault

(.821). The child playfully physically assaults others. In such wrestling

and jostling, of course, one child stalks the other, and the culmination is

that one child gets thebetter of the other. Similarly highly loaded is the

category of symbolic s (.728). Here the combat doesn't involve

defeat through physical injury to the target, but rather symbolic defeat or

i jury through the mechanisms of verbal assaults, ridicules and challenges

to competition. Again, th effect is consistentt somebody wins and somebOy
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loses. If the actor is successful, the target is deprived of some status,

security, support, or syibol of prestige which he held prior to the action.

Attempting to dominate target is again a win-lose proposition. EitherallMIN=aummlOw

the child succeeds in dominating the other child or he does not. If unsuccess-

ful, the child who attempted to'dominate loses a little face. If successful,

the dominating child adds prestige to himself, at the expense of his target.

A central fact to be noted in considering this dimension is that

physical assaults are not particularly loaded on this factor. That is, when

two children are observed getting into a serious fight, this kind of behavior

is pretty independent of their social aggressions, or a predisposition to them.

This would seem to indicate that physical assault is not governed by the same

conditions. We suspect that serious physical assault tends to be unpremeditated.

The child acts first, and thinks later.

This notion has a suggested parallel in the American legal system.

Here, it will be remembered that our law distinguishes between premeditated

and unpremeditated crimes, the former implying a higher "degree" of responsibility,

and therefore carrying a greater punishment. It is as if there is a recognition

in our culture that less can be done about controlling unpremeditated aggression.

Irrespective of shaping method, severity of punishment, schedule of reinforce-

ment and so on, some aggressions will be spontaneously triggered and recur.

Socially contrived aggressions, on the other hand, are something which can be

drawn under the control of their effects. Indeed, it is precisely the sQdDZ

consequence of the act which gives it its significance.

This factor of social depoivations reflects the correlations mgo

gegted in ..,ur biv riate almlycest T4is factor, lake the faRgt obtained@ ao
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unipolar in nature. It indicates that a child maybe high or low on this

factor, irrespective of what else he does interpersonally.

Factor //Is Interpersonal Seeking,. The third factor also parallels that

which was suggested by the correlational analyses. Here, the common component

is that the child's behavior is directed toward another person. Without the

participation of this other person, the behavioral intent is thwarted, and the

need of the child remains unfulfilled. In all oases, an interpersonal mediation

is required before the intent of the act is realized.

Most highly loaded on this dimension is the category of acting dependent,

succorance (.821). The child seeks support, help or direction from another;

he needs the other's sanction in order to proceed. Thus, the other mediates

valued outcomes for the child. Also highly loaded on this factor is the child's

acting sociable (.773) - that is, he initiates interpersonal interactions

with others and responds favorably to such inititations by others. This category

again indicates that the child is seeking others out. He reveals their value

for him.

Less strongly loaded on this factor, but still significant, is calls

attention to self (.443). Again, the point is clear. The child seeks th©

attention of the others. Without this attention, his performances are not

complete. Just barely loaded above .30 is contacts physicillx (.317). This

category is not inconsistent with the dimension. The child physically seeks

out others, and .1e. cmforted by his physical contact with them. The interpersonal

physical touch is the end-point of the behavior.

In all eacJeo.tkmo the intent of the child's behavior is to seek grow

othom oeantbiug iit2oil is of value to the child himself . whether it be their
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help, direction, support, friendliness, attention, or their physical touch.

One category, assaults, has a negative loading exceeding .30 on this

factor (.407). Thus, there is a slight tendency for children who seek inter.

personal mediations not to physically assault others. (They tend not to bite

the hand that feeds them.) However, this is a slight tendency, and for the

most part the factor can be considered to be unipolar. It is independent of

the first two factors: children who seek interpersonal mediations may or may

not perform interpersonal mediations themselves; similarly, they may or may

not enact social deprivations.

The Four Factor Rotation

The results of the four factor rotation are very similar to those obtained

in the three factor analysis. The loadings are compared in Table VII. The

fourth factor obtained is made up of two categories at opposite ends of the

dimension. Positively loaded is contacts physically (.876) and negatively

loaded is calls attention to self (- .533). In both categories, the mediation

is from others. But in the first case, the focus is on getting to the other

person, whereas in the second case it would seem to be to get the other to

center on the actions of the self. In the first case, the touch is mutual;

whereas in the second, the attention is asymmetric The dimension suggests

a kind of narcism where in the one case the satisfaction is obtained by getting

others to focus on the self, and in the other, the satisfaction seems to co e

from the inclusion of the self part of the other.

In comparing the communality estimates used for each of the categories

in the three and four factor rotations (see Tables VlIaMlb and VIio), it is

01 ar t t most of the categories are unaffected by the increase from three

JJ
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TABLE VII .a

Varimax Rotation of First Four Factors of
Principal Components Factor Solution

1 2 3
1. Attempts to dominate .47332 -.57584 .029292 Reprimands .71649 -.14357 .14005
3 Suggests responsibly .71920 -.11795 .250584 Gives help .57335 .20282 .05127
5 Gives support-approval .72129 -.02286 -.122306 Acts sociable .21251 -.13800 .76559
7 Contacts physically -.04426 .01312 .21398
8 Succorance -.02658 .02812 .81758
9 Calls attention to self .09700 -.13686 .51538

10 Assaults sociably -.12076 ..a.81173 -.02511
11 Assaults -.05158 -.23441 -.31043
12 Symbolic aggressions .08220 -.74033 .06872

4
.06756

-.10473
-.07724
-.10670
.16613
.15217
.87583

. 07723938

0
-..154489

.06768

.00828

TABLE VII b

Comparison of Factor Loadings from the Varimax Rotations
of the First Three and Four Factors Obtained

in the Principal Components Solution 1&JLE VIM
Final

Communality
Estimates

Factor I

Gives support-approval
Suggests responsibly
Reprimands
Gives help
Attempts to dominate

3 factor

121ABEE

.710

.723

.720

.582

.460

4 factor
loadings

.721

.716

.719

.573

.473

Factor II
Assaults sociably .821 -.812
Symbolic aggressions .728 -.740
Attempts to dominate 552 -.576
Assaults .217 -.254
Calls attention to self 275 -.118

Factor III
Acts dependent auccorance) .821 .818
Acts sociable .773 .765
Calls attention to self .443 .515
Contacts physically .317 .214
Assaults ..307.

1 '2 3
1 .516 .561 .045
2 .562 .565 .033
3 .598 .600 .002
4 .369 .384 .015
5 .516 .563 .047
6 .662 .673 .011
7 .144 .815 .671
8 .675 .675 .000
9 .289 .578 .289

10 .694 .695 .001
11 .145 .168 .023
12 .560 .023

57.0% 9.41%
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to four factors. The exceptions to this statement are provided by the categories

of contacts physically., and calls attention to self. These are, of course, the

two categories which appear by themselves in the fourth factor. It would

seem, then, that the presence of the fourth factor is irrelevant to the

interpretation of the structure existent among the first three factors.

21921Xlialt2E-Bigatiell

The inclusion of the fifth factor in the rotated space does not alter it

any appreciable way the structure obtained in the three and four factor rotations

(see Table VIII). Factors I, Mediation, II, Social Depriving, III, Interpersonal

Seeking, are again present, as is Factor IV, with its alter-centered vu. ego-

centered dimension. The fifth factor, is composed of only two categories.

At one end is the category of assalEsAteciaLly (-.855) and at the othor

end, sue estiniz removably (.461). This factor, previously emergent in the

.fifth factor of the unrotated principal components solution, suggests the

dimension of impulsivity. As stated earlier, the physical assault is probably

controlled to a greater extent by its instigation while responsibly suggesting

behavior is more likely controlled by its effects. If, indeed, this is a

meaningful interpretation of the data, it is likely that the factor is correlated

with the age of the child. However, there are too few categories loaded on

the factor to attach much confidence to the interpretations offered°

w0,,,nr: Factor Analysis of Rates,

The principal components solution revealed five factors as worth f

interpretation. These factors accounted for 66% of the variance. This

ildioates that the-relations between behavi ral dategories Gtsting c ss
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ElialiaLre2a2Mitalidarallatim

1

Attempts to dominate .43410 -.616025 -.01
3

734 .0836
4
4 .247253

Reprimandc .70605 -.15666 .14448 -.11681 .08698
Suggests responsibly .66301 -.17843 .16164 -.06628 .46113
Gives help .61209 .23745 .13474 -.14397 -.25200
Gives support-approval .74253 -.01462 -.07756 .14198 -.10740Acts sociable .20097 -.12470 .76605 .14833 .11886
Contacts physically -.01959 .04352 .23144 .87147 -.05941Succorance -.03015 .05341 .82732 .06766 .06034
Calls attention to self .09647 -.11333 .55935 -.54520 -.08347
Assaults sociably -.13998 -.81805 -.01964 -.12548 -.02197Assaults .05055 -.14818 -.09990 .02143 -.85512
Symbolic aggressions .09364 -.71424 .13309 -.00982 -.21779

cultures can be meaningfully studied by recourse to summary dimensions.

Interpretation of the unrotated matrix specified a general social participation

factor, a bi-polar deprivation-seeking factor, and a td-polar mediation non-

mediation factor. In addition, two more specific factors were suggested: an

egocentrism-altercentrism factor, and an impulsivity factor.

The various rotations of the principal components matrix resulted in no

appreciable effect upon the weaker fourth and fifth factors. However, the rota-

tion of the first three factors resulted in the general activity factor and the

two bipolar factors being converted into three independent unipolar factors. These

three factors labelled mediation, deprivation, and seeking, reflected th© behavior-

. al clusters suggested in the bi-variate correlational analyses: nurturance,

aggression and dependence. The three factors account for 47.5% of the variance.

This indicates that approximately half of the commcn variance averaged across

cultures can be described in terms of these three independent factors. It can be

concluded that it is resesozsablelo-rooklor these three dimensions of behavior

in independent cultures, and to discover their antecedents.
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The Factor Analysis of Behavioral Proportions

Principal Components Solution

The general statistics of this fantor analysis and the factor matrix

itself are reported in Tables IX and X. In Table IX, it can be seen that five

TABLE IX

Princi 1 Components Factor Ana sis of Proportions
General Statistics

Factor %Variance Cumul. Variance
Variable Lambda Accounted For Accounted For

2.03 16.9 16.9
2 1.89 15.8 32.7
3 1.37 11.4 44.1
4 1.26 10.5 54.6
.5 1.12 9.3 64.0

-.6
, ...e

lsir?....
....

6.0 72.0.,
7 .85 7.1 79.2
8 .72 6.0 85.2
9 .63 5.3 90.5

10 .57 4.8 95.2
11 .49 4.1 99.3
12 .08 .7 100.0

Lambda's have ibots greater than 1.0© Nine factors individually account

for at least 5% or more of the variance. Four factors account for 10% or more

of the variance. These first four factors account for 54.6% of the cumulative

variance, whereas the first five factors account for 64.0% of the variance.

The unrotated matrix reveals many similarities to the matrices involving be-

havioral rates (sod Table X).

Factor I is bi-polar. At one end of the dimension is interpersonal seeking

behavior, while at the other end are categories of deprivation. This factor

is essentially identical to Factor II obtained from the mrotsted prttft.!42
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TABLE X

Components Factor Matrix
of Propor ions

1

Attempts to dominate .47387
Reprimands .14157
Suggests responsibly -.06281
Gives help .00367
Gives support-approval -.02280
Acts sociable -.60256
Contacts physically -.52256
Succorance -.63317
Calls attention to self .03969
Assaults sociably .53710
Assaults .35812
Symbolic aggressions .57030

2 3 4
.17201 -.08077 -.51672
.41610 -.63535 -.15578
*57000 -.07664 -.49696
.54555 .35725 .55422
.57791 .38395 .07170

-.49144 -.32245 -.11744
-.23088 .32594 -.19173
-A4211 .14273 -.08424
-.01943 -.57877 .52259
-.32755 .26002 -.12741
-.25344 -.09249 .24167
-.48234 .19933 -.04883

5
.11983
.31323

-.36595
..16400

35748
-.02493
.44625

-.22163
-.23036
-.36038
.53863

-.04858

-r-

components solution with rates. There, it will be remembered, the first factor

was a general social participation factor. That Factor II of that analysis

should move up to the first factor in this analysis is as it should be. The

use of proportion scores removes the general social participation factor.

Factor II is alio a bi-polar factor. At one end are the mediational

categories: aupporting-approving, suggesting responsibly, helping and re-

manding. At the other end are categories loaded on either the seeking factor

or the deprivation factor: gulability, symbolic aggressions and social assaults.

However, it should be noted that acting dependent (saccorance) and attempting

tajgglutp are not negativeay loaded on the factor. This factor is similar

to, though not identical with, Factor III obtained in the rates study. Where-

as that factor did not include all of the mediational categories included here,

it tended to have more categories loaded on the negative end of the dimension.

This can be understa4 when one remembers the high correlatLan between mediational

type behaviors and general social participation. Given a principal components
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solution, common variatice among these mediational categories, in so far as it

is coterminous with high participation, will be reflected in the more primary

factor of social participation. When rate of activity is not a factor,,as in

the case of proportional measures, the common variance among the mediational

categories will be preserved for this factorial dimension. Thus, the, factor

obtained here is more similar to that obtained in the five factor varimax

rotation of the rates data. There, the first factor, social participation,

similarly drained off variance common to mediational behaviors; however, the

effect was not so marked.

Factor IV revealsjsome information addttional to that obtained in our

analyses of rates. Previously, in the unrotated Factor IV, and in the four

and five factor rotations of that matrix, was a two category bi-polar factor.

At one end was contacting physically, and at the other end, calling attention

to self. Factor III, obtained in the principal solution of proportions, adds

more categories to this dimension. As such, we begin to get a picture of what

this factor might be. Loaded positively with contacting l, are the

categories of helping and emort-approval. This suggests an indulgence in

others - perhaps an altruism. At the negative end of this factor, loaded

along with calling attention to self, are the categories of reprimanding,

and acting sociably. These categories suggest an rdmphasis on individual

prominence. In all cases the actor is central to the focus of the interaction.

Thus, this dimension maybe reflecting a naressism at one end and an altruism

at the other. In the first case, it appears that the libidinal investment is

in others in the interpersonal world, whereas in the second case, it would

appear that it remains within the self. Factors YAP and V of the proportion
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analysis reveal no interpretable patterns. This, we shall rroceed lac further

in our interpretations.

In summary, it would appear that the principal components factor solution

yields a structure which is similar to both the principal components solution

with rates, and the varimax rotation of the first five rate factors, once the

first factor of social participation is removed.

Varimax Rotations: Ftoportions

Taking our cue from the information yielded by inspection of the un.

rotated structure, we rotated the first two, three and four factors obtained

from the principal components solution of proportion scores: A rotation of

more than four factors would have resulted in the variance settling into too

few categories per factor.

Two Factor Rotation

It was anticipated that the two factor rotation would yield a structure

similar to that of the three factor rotation of rates, minus the first social

participation factor. That is, it was expected that a mediation, non-mediation

dimension would appear, along with a deprivation-seeking dimension. This is,

in fact the case. The results of this rotation are presented in Table XI.

Factor I is the deprivation-seeking factor, bi -polar in nature. Highly

Highly positively loaded are the categories of sbol...rA..,,EcairL....essions (.621),

sociable assault (.371), And attempts to dominate (.451)0 Physical assault also

is positively loaded on this factor (.384). On the negative end of the factor

are the categories of succorance (-.624), acts sociable (-.543), and contacts.

physically (-.493).
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TABLE XI

Varimax Rotation of First Two Factors of
122...a....,mincomnerouton

Proportions

1 2
Attempts to dominate .45147 .22431
Reprimands .08928 .45915
Suggests responsibly ..12664 .55929
Gives help -.05782 .54248
Gives support-approval -,08778 .57166
Acts sociable ..54335 ...55621
Contacts physically -.49322 -.28829
Succorance -.62439 -.11319
Calls attention to self .04162 -.01484
Assaults socially .57059 "26494
Assaults .38440 -.21147
Symbolic aggressions .62102 -.41500

Factor II is the mediation, noh.mediation factor. Positively loaded an,.

the factor are tho categories of ....mzealmktaptgamik (.572), _...usuestsisib

(.559), gives help (.542), and reprimands (.469). Attempts to dominate is

directionally positive on the factor (.224). Negatively loaded on the factor

are the categories of acts sociable (-456) and sxmbolic aggressions (-.415).

Directionally negative are the categories of assaulting sociablz (-.265)

assaults physicallE (-.211), contacts physically (..288) and succorance (..265).

The picture *a clear. When the effects of differential social participation

are removed as a source of variance, two factors appears a mediation factor,

and a deprivation-seeking factor. While these two dimensions are independent

of on© another, the categories which represent them are not. Seeking and de.

priving categories also have negative loadings on the modiational dimension.

This means that children scoring high on either deprivation or seeking are

likely to score low on mediation. Children who receive an intermediate score
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on the deprivation-seeking factor are more likely to receive a high score on

the mediation dimension. Thus, the emergent typology is again one which suggests

that children are likely to be typified by either a high score on mediation or

not. If not, they are likely to have a high score on either deprivation, or

seeking, but not both. This is consistent with our expectations.

The Three Factor Rotation of Pro ortions

The three factor rotation essentially duplicates that obtained for the

rotation of the first two factors. (See Table XII) The third factor is a trun-

cated version of the dimension of egocentrismmaltercentrism. Positively loaded

TABLE XII

Varimax Rotaion of First Three Factors of
Princixal Components Factor Solution

pramptions

1 2 3
Attempts to dominate .48000 .11549 -.13009
Reprimands .18561 .06571 -.77005
;Suggests responsibly -.05096 .44726 -.36342
Gives help -.01130 .65159 .02383
Gives support-approval -.03895 .69253 .02839
Acts sociable -.58787 -.59976 -.05706
Contacts physically -.54425 -.04041 .36712
Succorance ...64115 .02440 .10665
Calls attiantion to self .07458 -.31445 -.48217
Assaults sociably .51619 -.13515 .42269
Assaults .35991 -.25730 .07276
Symbolic aggressions .55110 -.29833 .45268

are the categories of ,reprimanding and calling attention to self. The category

contacts phirsioAlls: is negatively loaded. This dimension is not sufficiently

specified to be either meaningful or useful. However, the inclusion of the

third factor does have implications for the specification of the prior two.
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Reprimanding is removed from the definition of the mediation factor. Other-

wise, the picture is pretty much the same, except that Factors I and II are

less sharp in detail.

The Four Factor &Action of Proportions

The four factor varimax rotation of the proportion scores reveals some

differences in the characteristic dimensions specified (See Table XIII). Factor

I is again a bi-polar deprivation.seeking factor. However, as expected, the

TABLE XIII

Varimax Rotation of First Four Factors of
mu.....p....m__;...............tsFactoiPrincialComz.Solution

Proportions

3 4
-.09354 -.65018
-.56041 -.49089
.07337 -.67485

-.09371 .23733
.14289 -.15681
.20111 .26601
.61905 .15921
.45079 .15615

-.66925 .32828
.05982 -.05475

-.29138 .20227
-.00306 .06530

1 2
Attempts to dominate .30901 -.02639
Reprimands -.31067 -.06674
Suggests responsibly -.31275 .15186
Gives help -.17162 .79866
Gives support-approval ..16521 .64402
Acts sociable -.33581 -.69610
Contacts physically -.18592 -.16199'
Succorance -.43554 -.11338
Calls attention to self -.19528 -.12739
Assaults sociably .68741 -.02237
Assaults .36025 -.06202Symbolicaggressions .76119 ..12777

categories having significant loadings on the factor are further reduced.

Symbolic aggressions and assaulting sociably have stronger loadings on the

factor. But the loading of attempts to dominate, drops to .30. The negative

pole is made up of two categories, acting dependent and acting sociably.

Factor II, previously. the general mediation factor, new is reduced to

A pnre mrtnranco factor, being wade up of 'ives support-approval (.799)
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and gives help, (.644). The negative end of the factor SA defined by only

one behavior, acts sociable (-.70).

Factor III continues to be an egocentrism-altercentrism factor, being

positively defined by calls attention to self (-.669) and readma (-.560).

Negatively, it is defined by physical contact (.609) and succorrance (.451).

Factor IV reveals a dimension previously undifferentiated from general

mediation. This is a dominance factor, minus the nurturance. It is defined

bgregmepts respogaily (-.675), attemptsto dominate (-.650) and reprimands

(-.491). This would indicate that beyonds a certain amount of differentiation

the general mediation factor separates into two more specific factors: a nur-

turance dimension and a dominance dimension. They may, indeed, serve as alter-

native modes of responding to others' needs for mediation. The more alter-

centric children may respond with nurturance, whereas the more egocentric

children may respond with dominance. With greater samples of behavior, this

particular distinction would be worthy of further analysis.

Byway of summary of the rotation of the proportion structure, it can

be said that the two factor rotation yielded the most clear relation to that

of the rate analysis. The three and four factor rotations added little to

the interpretation, and tended to reduce the sharpness of definition of the

first two factors. But they do give indications of where common variance is

likely to persist despite increasing differentiations among the behaviors.

Summar of Common Factor Analyses

The common factor analyses of the behavioral rate and proportion data

have seemingly yielded an unambiguous structure. First, there is a general

factor of social participation: children vary widely in terms of sheer frequency

AmmummoninowitimminiMPINIMINI
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of interaction with others in their world. Witte the content of a child's

social participation, three clearly defined factors are evident. First, is

a dimension of interpersonal mediation -- the extent to which tho child

attempts to mediate means and outcomes for others. This dimension is somewhat

related to over-all level of social participation -. children characterized

by'frequent mediation attempts, are also likely to be high social participators.

This finding is evident from the loadings of the mediation categories on both

the over-all social-participation factor, and the more specific mediational

factor.

The second and third emergent content factors can be thought of as either

orthogonal factors, or as opposite ends of a single dimension. In either case,

they are orthogonal to the factor of mediation. The proportions

as well as the five factor rotation of the rate matrix, yield a single factor

having social deprivation at one end, and interpersonal seeking at the other.

Thus, children likely to be high social deprivers are unlikely to be high

interpersonal seekers. The three and four factor varimax rotations of the

rates, however, produced independent (and unipolar) interpersonal depriving

and seeking factors. Given a high score on one of these factors, a child

might or might not also be characterized by a high score on the other.

We think the most fruitful way to conceptualize them is as two separate,

but negatively related, factors of behavior. In interpersonal seeking the

child attempts to gain something from other; but the other does not necessarily

give up something. He does provide the aeeker with something wanted. Thus,

here the characterization is that the successful seeker gains something,

while the cost to the giver is unknown. In that the giver's behavior is optional
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the mayor may not choose to comply with the request of the seeker) we would

expect that whatever the cost, the rewarding aspects of the situation are

greater. Otherwise, he would not choose to do what is not mandatory.

Interpersonial deprivations, in contrast, are interactions in which it

is certain that the impact of the action, if successful, will be costly to

the other. He will experience a loss of reputation or support. The benefit

to be gained by the actor in this case, is as uncertain as the loss to be sus-

tained by the offerer in response to the seeking. That is, we don't know to

what extent the depriver will gain by the deprivation of other. However,

we do suspect that the anticipated net effect will be a gain rather than a

loss; otherwise, the behavior would not make much sense. That physical

assaults, presumed to be under the control of the instigation rather than the

effect of the act, is not loaded on this factor, seemingly supports the

notion that it is the loss to the target, and the net gain to the actor which

provokes acts of social deprivation.

We see these two factors, then, as conceptually distinct. One puts

the other down in the first case, and builds him up in the second. However,

it is easily conceived that these two kinds of behavior would be negatively

related across children. Those whome you cause to suffer are unlikely to give

you what you seek, unless they are made to do so. Similarly, you are unlikely

to make suffer those from whom you gain your sustenance.

We conclude that four factors operative in organizing the structure of

childrengs behavior are cross-culturally apparent: amount of social participation,

interpersonal mediation, deprivation, and seeking. Two other dimensions

deserve mention. First, it is likely that a dimension of egocentrism vs.
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altorcentrism maybe a universal. Second is the possibility of a factor of

impulsivitywpremeditation. There is some evidence for the presence of the first

dimension, and only slight evidence for interpreting the presence of the second.

k 11 A. j,,. , i O ed

We have had to resort to cosibined correlation matrices in order to find

meaningful dimensions of behavior across cultures. One question that can be

asked, is how much common variance we have sacrificed to do so.* The principal

component solutions for the separate cultures extract a certain amount of common

variance with N factors, as do the solutions for the six cultures combined. How

much less common variance is extracted by recourse to the combined matrix, as

opposed to the average variance accounted for in the separately factored matrices?

If it could be demonstrated that the variance accounted for by the over-all

analysis is not appreciably less than the variance accounted for by the seperate

analyses, then it can be concluded that there is little common variance which is

idiosyncratic to individual culturesc This is so because in principle, any determin-

ant space to which the over-all factor matrix can he rotated, can also be

approximated by the rotation of the matrices of the individual societies (given

the removal of the orthogonality criterion). On the other hand, if the common

variance yielded from the combined matrix is greatly exceeded by the common

variance in the individual societies, then it must be concluded that the over-

all matrix is poorly, representative of the structures which would emerge in the

six separate societies.

-1-1/1717170 indebted to Professor Richard Darlington for working out the
following analysis.
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In Tables XIV and XV, we have listed the Lambdas and percentage of var-

iance accounted for by the principal component solutaone me the behavioral

rates and proportions, for each culture separately and for the 6 cultures

combined. The mean variance accounted for by the first four factors in the

TABLE XIV

Table of Lambdas. % of Variance Accounted
For, and Cumulative % Accounted For

Rates

Lambda's

Synthetic
Okin. Phil. Ind. Mex. N.B. Afr. Matrix

Factor I 3.83 3.53 2.70 3.40 2.59 3.41 "-----E37"---
II 1.88 2.00 2.60 2.46 2.51 3.04 1.61

III 1.75 1.60 2.10 1.68 1.66 1.44 1.46
IV 1.33 1.18 1.12 1.23 1.21 1.06 1.13

1.09

fi Variance Accounted For

Okin Phil. Ind.
Factor I- 31 29. 1 22

II 15.67 16.69 21.71
III 14.61 13.31 17.50
IV 11.06 82

Mex. N.E.
2 3 21

20.48 20.93
14.00 13.87
10 10.08

Synthetic
Afr. Matrix

2 2 21

25.31 13.45
11.98 12.15
8.84 9.111

-7117271 73.22 9.2 71.07 73.0 50 7 .55 9

\\

rates analyses is 71.28. This exceeds that accounted for by the combined analysis

by 14.3%4 The average variance accounted for by the first three factors across

the six societies is 57.89%. This exceeds that accounted for from the combined

matrix by 13.74%. Thus, on both accounts the variance of the separate cultures

exceeds the yield of the combined matrix by 13 to 15 percent.

Our interpretation of this finding is that the over-all matrix loses
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some amount of common variance, captured in the separate analyses. Thus, the

within-culture analyzes retain a component which could not be included in further

TABLE XV

Table of Lambdas of Variance Accounted
and Cum ative ccountenor

Proportions

Okin
Factor I 3.57

II 2.07
III 1.58
IV 1.13
V 1.12

Lambda's

Phil. Ind
2. 9 2.

2.56 2.27
9.65 1.79
1.25 1.39
.97 1.08

Mex.
.75

2.07
1.57
1.31

1.07

N.E. Afr
Synthetic
Matrix

2

2.13 2.70 1.90
1.72 1.76 1.37
1.48 1.38 1.26
.93 1.06 1.13

Min.

Variance Accounted For

N.B. Afr.
Synthetic
MatrixPhil. Ind. Mex.

Factor I 29.73 23.25 23.88 22.96 22.64 25.94 16.91
II 17.23 21.32 18.88 17.29 17.74 22.55 15.79
III 13.20 13.78 14.89 13.06 14.38 14.65 11.44
IV 9.45 10.41 11.58 12.5? 12.37 11.49 10.49
V 9.36 8.08 9.01 8.96 7.77 8.80 9.38

Cum.I -III 60.16 58.35 57065 53.31 54.76 63.13 44.15
I.IV 69.61 68.76 09.23 65.87 67.13 74.62 54.63
I-V 78.97 76.84 78.25 74.83 74.91 83.42 64.01

rotation of the aver-all structure. On the other hand, the loss in variance

is not so great as to put in doubt the authenticity of the over-all matrix

as a representative of common dimensions operative across cultures.

We conclude hat the over-all analysis of common factor space has yielded

dimensions of behavioral structure which transcend culture, and which are

meaningful. We also conclude that culture makes a significant contribution

to the relations among categories of social behavior.
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Further Ettploratory Analyses

Common factor analysis has now become a traditional tool in multivariate

research. While it has proved useful in providing manageable representations

of data, it is clear that problems persist concerning the number of factors

needed to represent a given pet of data, whether the minimum set of factors

is the best explanation for the data, and additional problems grow, out of

the mathematical indeterminateness with which reference axes are developed

(Guttman, 1954).

With regard to the last question, the solution has reverted to alternatives

based on psychological rather than mathematical assumptions. Each investigator

tends to rotate to a set of reference axes which makes best intuitive or

theoretical Jones to him. It has now become clear, however, that the number

of factors obtained, and the reference axes with which they are provided, bear

no necessary relationship to any "true" set of factors, in the sense of having

greatest explanatory, value within and beyond the domain of the data factor-

analyzed. This has been documented with a recent re-analysis of the classical

"book problem", where it is demonstrated that the met fundamental physical

dimensions of a book are not necessarily those revealed by a factor analysis.

(Overall, 1964).

Guttman has explored alternative methods for determining elementary

components which account for differential values of variables and the relations

obtaining between variables.(Guttman, 1964)0 In particular, he has devoted

his attention to explotning the relations obtained between variables on the

basis of an ordering of factors.
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He argues that the patterning of correlations between tests of a matrix

may reflect a) a difference in the degree of gagagiita each test of a set

involves in the measurement of a single kind of ability (called a simplex) and

b) a difference in #he kind of ability the various tests are measuring, while

at the same level o0 complexity (called a circumplex) or 0 a difference in

both kinds of 0.1214 and the degree of complexity of each ability measured

(called a radex). Guttman, 1954, 258-348).

Uriel Foa has adapted much of this framework to his treatment of the

phenomena of interpersonal behavior. In a series of papers he has developed

and applied the concepts of simplex and oircumplex to the patterning of

relations obtained among categories of interpersonal behavior. Be has applied

several mathematical principles helpful for interpreting then relations as

well, and has proposed a theory of "facets" for accounting for a airway's::

order he has observed both in his own data and the data of others. (Foe, 1958;

1961; 1962; 1963; 1964; 1965; moan

Other investigators, working from other orientations, have also observed

systematic patterns in their correlations data which they have attempted to

explain. LaForge, in his work with the Leary grid, uncovered a circular order-

ing of behavioral relations (Leary, 1957), as have Schaefer and Bayley in their

research on the behavior of mothers toward their children (Schaefer, 1959;

Bayley and Schaefer, 1960a; 1960b). Borgatta and co- investigators, working

in the area of small group research also uncovered some of these ordering pro-

perties (in this case a simplex ordering). (Borgitta, Cottrell, and Mann, 1958).

In all of these investigations, two questions have been focussed on:
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1) to what extent and what kind of order factors characterise the relations

between variables in the domain of interpersonal behavior and 2) what kind of

principal components explanation is most useful in accounting for the order

factoring obtained

The approach to these problems will be highly speculative in this report.

Our mathematical competence in this area is limited, and the complexity of

the issue is great; but it is our belief that expertise derived from the

direct study of interpersonal behaviors will be useful in attempting to ad-

vance in the quest for an adequate explanatory system.

Rumination of the Intercorrelation Matrix of Cate r Rates
4

We shall begin this search with an examination of the combined correlation

matrix of category rates. The matrix constructed is that used in the factor

analysis of rates, except for one difference. We have omitted the category

of "calls attention to self" since this did not appear to be a significant

variable in any of the principal factors extracted from the rate matrix.

We have rearranged the behavioral categories so that they lonform to two

properties, ascertainable by inspection. (See Table XVI). First, the ordering

of the categories is arranged so that the highest correlation between any two

variables can be found about the diagonal. As one moves either northeast in

the matrix or,southmest, the correlations tend to decrease in sieve approaching
e- t

aero, and sometimes a negative value. In addition, the categories which are

most highly related to all others tend to be placed in the middle of the matrix.

As one goes to either of the two ends of the matrix, the amount of variance

the variable shares with the rest of the variables in the matrix decreases.

The first property is one which, upon inspection, tends to differentiate
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the simpler from the circumplex. With a oircumplex ordering, the correlations

are highest closest to the diagonals (as with a simplex), decreasing as one

goes to the northeast-southwest corners. Hut, unlike a simplex, the correlations

then increase again, at the furthest distance from the diagonals.

Guttman proposes that a simplex ordering indicates a difference in complex-

ity of tests (categories) all measuring the same kind of ability. In order to

TABLE XVI

Acts sociable (1)
Contacts 2
Sucoorance 3
Gives help (4)

aim suPP-aPP
Sugg.re

(3
spons. (6)

)

Reprimande (7)

Assaults J00 (10

Att. to don4
Symbolic um (9

Assaults (11)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)
.17 .46 .09

.16 -.06
.13

Ranking on basis 4 lo 9
of comma varianoe,

Banking on basis k
of obi-equare mire
treated by hater
I

.09 .31 44

.09 -.09
.17 .04

.31 .26 .22
.35 .34

.46

.18 .18 -.02 -.09
-.01 - .03 -09 -03. .

.02 .02 -.10

.06 .06 -.12 .03

.22 .05 .01 .04

.40 .12 .06 .22

.37 .18 -.05 .01
.25 .33 .01

.41 .12
.15

7 5 1 2 3

10 8 6 5 1 2 3

6 8 11

7 9 11

test rigorously for the presence of a simplex ordering and the kind of simplex

attained, it is necessary to apply formal mathematical tests to the matrix.

However, we shall satisfy ourselves with this sight-test, as it is our belief

that the matrix reflects more than just tests of different complexity of one
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ability.

Farther observations should be made of this matrix in Table XVI. First,

the simplex ordering obviously does not apply to the category of acts sociable.

It has been placed above .....fatisltsiaUxticont, on the top of the matrix, in order

to maintain the general sense of ordering obtained. Thus, it must be thst

acts sociable reflects more than a differential degree of complexity along

a single dimension.

It should further be noted that the categories are not equally separated

from one another. Contacts physically is somewhat distant from its closest

neighbor, succorance (r -.16). Similarly, succorance is fairly distant from

its close neighbor, 'lives help (r=.13). At the other end of the continuum,

asaaults is quite distant from its closest neighbor, assaults c1124 (r=.12).

Also, r244.1gIgab easin is somewhat distant from its closest neighbor, IttEnell

to dominate (r=.23). These discontinuities are paralleled in that we obtained

three unipolar orthogonal common factors in our earlier three-factor varimax

rotation of the principal component factor matrix of these behavioral rates.

Thus, the first three categories in Table XVI formed our seeking factor, the

next five our mediation factor, and the last four (with attempts to dominate

overlapping mediation and deprivation) the deprivation factor. Looking further

into the correlation matrix, it can be seen that these throe clusters are

-present here as well. This last observation can be stated in another way.

Instead of the correlations continuing to diminish as one gets further away

from the diagonal, they tend to settle at sero and stay there.

Let us assume that this matrix (except the category of acts sociable.)

is probably not a perfect simpliex nor even a quasi-simplex (in any of the
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formal ways specified by Guttman), but that it does tend toward a simplex

ordering. If this is so, then we can ask what the single ability (dimension)

is which is being measured at different levels of complexity by these behavior-

al categories A lead is provided by returning to the first principal com-

ponent obtained in the common factor analysis. It will be remembered that the

first component obtained was one of general social participation. All categories,

except two, were positively loaded on this factor. These were contacts

(-.008) and assaults (-.091).

By inspecting the last two rows in Table XVI, a comparison can be made

between the common variances extracted from the first principal of the factor

matrix and from the 11 x 11 "r" matrix dealt with in the present section.

In the next-to-last row is a ranking of the categories on the basis of most-

to-least common variance. In the last row are listed the ranks of the categories

on the basis of the common variance extracted from each category by the first

principal component. As can be seen, except for three one-position changes,

the ranks are the same. Because all of the categories except two were positive-

ly loaded on the factor, the factor had been considered to be a general one. The

factor was then labelled social participation because of the single component

which all the behavioral categories had in common: they involve the presence

of an interpersonal contact. The absence of an interpersonal contact is indicated

the in all twelve behavioral categories.

But now a difference in the interpretations of common factor loadings and

simplex (*.rings becomes apparent. In the interpretation of common factors,

the categories with the highest loadings share the greatest amount of variance

in common with the underlying factor. One typically thinks of these categories
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with the highest factor loadings as most typifying the factor. In simplex

ordering the interpretation is different. If the matrix is found to have

simplex ordering, then the tests are thought to have a relation to one another,

scaled on the basis of their differential complexity. Tests involving the

greatest complexity and the least complexity will be similar in that each will

share the Lida common variance with the remaining tests along the dimension.

Conversely, those categories sharing the greatest variance with other categories

do so because they are half-way between the most and least complex tests.

Thus, the category suggests responsibly, has the greatest common variance,

not because it is most representative of the dimension of social participation,

but rather because it reflects social participation at an intermediate level

of complexity. It shares more variance with the sum of the rest of the tests

than does any other test of the ability.

The simplex explanation for the relations among tests suggests that the

nature of the dimension is somewhat different than we had originally assumed.

It had initially been thought to reflect the factor of differential partici-

pation because the categories most highly loaded on it were the categories

having the highest frequency of occurrence. But now these high-frequency

categories can be thought of as involving only an intermediate level of domplexity

on the dimension.

What is the content of a dimension which has as its highest level of

complexity physical contact, and at its lowest level of complexity assaulting

physically? It is now thought that the ordering reflects a dimension of commit-

ment to interpersonal mediation of ones own outcomes. In order to clarify

this, a short detour must be made. What is meant by interpersonal mediation of
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outcomes must be further explicated.

Recent theorists in the fields of social psychology and sociology have

addressed themselves-to the development of a reward-cost theory of interpersonal

interaction (Thibaut and Kelley, 1959; Romans, 1961). It is assumed that inter-

personal interactions persist when both participants in the relation profit

by the interaction - the rewards obtained by interacting exceed the costs

involved (where the costs include the rewards forgone by not interacting, and

the rewards include the costs involved in not interacting) (Homan, 1961, 61-64).

Interaction is sustained between a person and others because 1) the person

obtains outcomes superior to those obtainable through alternative means, and

2) these others obtain outcomes in interaction with this person which are

superior to the outcomes obtainable to them by not doing so.

To the extent that a person is dependent on outcomes which are mediated

by others, he is regarded as having committed himself to interpersonal mediation

of his own outcomes. Thus, for contacts physically to be completed success-

fully, it is necessary that the target person offer himself to the actor in

a most inclusive sort of way. In order for a succorance type of behavior to

be instrumentally successful, it is necessary that the target person lend,

assistance to the actor either in help, support, approval, or direction.

If each person is to profit by the interaction, then both must contribute

something to the relation. This is most directly performed by acts which attempt

to mediate outcomes for the other. The principle of exchange is that each

person, in order to get something from a relation, must also give something

to the relation. Children who are characterized only by seeking-type behaviors

are children who are highly committed to interpersonal mediation, but who are

1+,
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not regarded as providing equal exchange. Because they are not, they are

unable to sustain as high a rate of social participation as are children who

seek mediation, but also mediate for others.

It is predicted, then, that children who are mediators for others will

also be the targets for mediations. Children who help others can also expect

help from others. Children who support others can also expect support from

others. Children who responsibly give others directions can expect to receive

compensation from the groups to which they belong.

Because of the princille of exchange, then, it is implied that children

who mediate for others will also be children who can expect mediation from others.

The degree to which the target person obviously gains by the mediation is

one parameter indicating the measure of return that can be anticipated. The

cost involved for the actor in enacting the mediation is a second parameter in

determining the amount of due return.

Giving help to anoth ©r requires that a person actually participate in

the doing of a behavior. As this takes effort and time, the actor might ex-

pect high return from such actions. (This may be one reason why succorance

and nurturance have been frequently found to be positively related r.hil-

dren seeking help frequently being children who also give help frequently.

If one incurs great expense in the aiding of another, one can, without losing

peer . status, also request similar assistance from the other.)

Gives support- approval and suggests responsiblx are pretty much indistinguish-

able from one another on the basis of cost to actor. However, the target person

may appreciate support-approval to a somewhat greater extent than a responsible

suggestion - where the suggestion indicates that one ought to do something,
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especially -when ono may not want to do it. For this reason, the target person

may, on the average, offer more in exchange for personal support than for direc-

tions Thus, support-approval should precede suggesting responsibly on this

dimension of commitment to interpersonal mediations.

Reprimanding also involves specification of direction - but after the

fact, and in a manner not calculated to produce a desire in the target person

to subsequently mediate in the actor's behalf. With attempts to dominate, the

commitment to interpersonal mediations is significantly less. What the child

requires from the target person is that the latter comply with his wishes.

Reciprocity is not anticipated, Yet, the other child must mediate his own

compliance for the dominance attempt to be successful.

This new component becomes more evident in the categories of symbolic,

aggressions, and assaults sociably,. (They have been ordered in relation to one

another and their neighbors only on the basis of their empirical fit. At this

point we cannot theoretilar4 distinguish between them). By the win-lose nature

of the action, all that is necessary for the action to be successful is that the
.1

Other person be present to re!!eive and be negatively affected by the behavior.

Again, no interpersonal mediation beyond the present encounter is necessarily

anticipated. However, it maybe that the dominant aspect of such actions carry

with them the implilation that the target person can be expected to perform

services for the actor in the future "or else". The presence of another is

required but, if the act is successful, the outcome to be gained will be at

the expense of this other.

In the category.of assaults, we have perhaps reached the active avoidance

of any kind of interpersonal commitment. One intention behind the physical
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assault is frequently "keep away from me or else". If the assault is instru-

mental the intent may be, "I want something and you're in my way". If the

assault is consumatory, the motive may be "you've been causing me nothing but

pain and trouble; now you're going to pay for it". In all cases, there is

'little evidence of an anticipation of the interpersonal mediation of outcomes.

And while interpersonally mediated ou,,comes maybe forthcoming as a consequence

of the assault, these mediations will not be intrinsically pleasing to the

target person who will mediate them. Rather, his desire will be to remove

himself from the situation as quickly as possible.

In clarifying the level of complexity along this dimension of commitment

to interpersonal mediations, it can be noted that we have employed additional

distinctions. In ordering categories along the dimension, we have distinguished:

1) to what extent the behavior the actor is performing will effect the outcomes

of the target, and 2) what impact the completion of the interaction is going to

have on the relation of actor to target. The assertion of the presence of

these two components raises the question as to whether there is a single

dimension operative. Our answer to this is both yes and no.

In so far as a quasi-simplex can be demonstrated, we believe that it can

and should be treated as an elementary component of the data. It can have

explanatory and predictive efficacy in itself. It is useful in ordering the

within- domain relations and it should have external validity as well. However,

in so far as the simplex structure can itself be altered by the manipulation

of antecedent components, it, too, must be thought of as a synthetic component.

The "elementary component" has its own principle components.

When one thinks of this component as one of social participation (acts
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having the highest factor loadings also having the greatest frequency of occur-

rence) it is clear that its theoretical value is limited. Frequency of social

participation is the consequence of prior antecedents., It is here asserted.

that these two components are the actor's ability to immediately effect the

target person's outcomes, and the nature of the interpersonal relation existing

between actor and target. The assertion of these two components gives rise

to four hypotheses. 1) If an actor has the ability to effect the outcomes

experienced by the target person and the interpersonal relation is positive, he

will facilitate the attainment of the target person's outcomes. He will WI

to the target. 2) If the actor has the ability to effect the outcomes ex-

perienced by the other, and the interpersonal relation is negative, he will

prevent the other's gain and/or increase the other's losses. He will clet.pive

the other. If the actor does not have the ability to effe2t the target

person's immediate outcome, but the target persbn has the ability to effect

the actor's immediate outcomes, then whether or not the altor will depend on

the target for this outcome realization will be a function of the actor's relation

to the target person. 3) If the relation is positive, he will seek these

mediations from the target person. 4) If, however, the relation is negative,

he will attempt to avoid seeking mediations from this source.

Thus, the two principal components in combination yield a four -fold

typology. But before detailing the implilations of this typology, it must

be asked what the determinants of the second proposed component are. That

is, is the existing interpersonal relation positive or negative?

The answer is partially supplied by our earlier discussion of exchange.

It was suggested that whether the actor experiences the relation as positive
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or negative depends partly on the outcomes he receives at the hands of the

target person. To the extent that the actor is rewarded 'by the other in his

interactions with other, he will experience the relation as positive, and to

the extent that the actor experiences negatively valued outcomes (costs) at

the hands of the other, the actor will experience the relation as negative. In

terms of our interactional language, the greater the frequency of/mediations

the actor has received from'the target, the greater the positive component in

the relation; the greater the frequency of deprivations the actor has experienced

at the hands of the target, the larger the negative component in the actor's

relation to target. The over-all direction of the relation will be a function

of the proportionate relation of suze of positive compOnent to size of negative

component: to the extent that the positive component exceeds the negative,

the relation will be positive; to the extent that the negative component ex-

ceeds the positive, the relation will be negative; to the extent that the re-

lation is marked by equal positive and negative components, the actor will ex-
/

perience ambivalence toward the target.

But the relation of actor to target is not determined solely by their

direct exchange with one another. Other persons and events also determine

outcomes experienced by the actor in the relation. Two children, both parti-

cipating in "naughtiness" can be simultaneously punished by their mother;

after carrying out a chore together they can be simultaneously rewarded by

their mother. A passing animal can cause them to simultaneously experience joy;

being caught together in a rain storm can cause them to simultaneously ex-

perience discomfort.

It is here asserted that the over-all coincidence and directional association
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of outcomes is a second variable determining the actor's interpersonal relation

to the target. If an actor sees himself and a target as experiencing a

common fater . that is, when his outcomes are positive so are the target person's,-

and when his outcomes are negative, so are the target person's - then he will

experience a positive interpersonal relation to target. When he likes himself

he will like his target; when he hates himself, he will hate his target.

When he provides for himself he provides for the target; when he deprives

target he deprives himself.

If an actor sees himself and his target as experiencing opposite fates --

target gains when he loses, target loses when he gains then the actor will

experience the interpersonal relation an negative. He provides for himself

by depriving his target; he is deprived when his target is provided for. He

likes himself and he hates his target; and less ofte perhaps he likes his target

and hates himself, giving rise perhaps to status envy (Whiting, J.WA., 1960).

To the extent that the target has the power to directly effect actor's

outcomes, the target can be the primary determiner of the valence of the re-

lation. Presumably, targets will act in the direction of positive association

of outcomes, at least to the extent that their own outcomes can be directly

effected by actor. As such, the exchange relation obtaining between actor and

target will be a primary determinant of the valence of the relation experienced

by the actor. it to the extent that the actor's outcomes in the relation

are determined by forces other than those at the disposal of the target person,

the valence in the relation may be determined by other than direct exchange.

With children, this second source of determination is likely to be large.

With this component of interpersonal relation now detailed, we can return
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to the explication of the inplioations of our iwpology. First, let the in-
plioation of this typology for amount of social participation be specified.

1) A child's social participial= will be highest when he can affect

others' outcomes, and his relation to them is positive. In this ease, the

relation is positive primarily becalm these others mediate outcomes for him

as wall.

2) When a child's relation to others is positive because they provide

him with positive outcomes but he is unable to provide then with positive

outcomes to the sane extent, his social participation will be less.

3) When a child oan effect others' outcomes but his relation to then is

negative, his social participation will be still less. The negative relation
produoes an impetus for negative association of outcomes, and thus the avoidance

of others.

4) When a child's relation to others is predominantly negative, and be is

unable to effect their outcomes as well, his social participation will be
least. He will avoid others because of the cost involved in interaction, and
they will not seek him out because there is nothing to be gained by it. These

predictions are diagrammed below.

Child is able to
effect outcomes

Child is not able
to effect outcomes

OA M tirt I II A

Child's experienced relation to others is

positive tive

Social participa-
tion is very high.

(1)

Social participa-
tion is low.

(3)

Social partioipa-
tlon is moderate.

(2)

No social partici-
potion.

(4)
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We are now in a position to clarify two seeming difficulties with our
theoretical explanation. If two components are responsible for producing the
relations among interpersonal behavior, then why 1) has a quasi-simplex order-
ing been obtained from the correlation matrix, and why 2) were three unipolar

orthogonal factors obtained in the varimax rotation of the first three factors
yielded by the principal component factor analysis of the intercorrelation
matrix of rates?

Perhaps the answers are evident from the above discussion of social parti-
cipation. There, we predicted that different combinations of two components
would give Asc. to differential amounts of social participation. In particular,
the combination of the two components of 1) not being able to effect others'
outcomes and 2) experiencing a negative relation with othero, was predicted
to lead to the absence of interaction. Yet the "r" matrix is based upon the

intercorrelations of frequencies (rates) of enactments of different kinds of

interpersonal behavior. In terms of counting the frequency of interpersonal
behaviors, the prediction is that this condition will result in there being
little to count. To the extent that the child is unable to effect others out-
comes and the child is experiencing negative interpersonal relations as well,
the proportionately larger amount of the child's time will be spent in non.
interpersonal endeavors. There is no category of "time spent not in inter

personal interaction" included in the present analysis. What is the implication
of this for the emergence of the quasi-simplex?

/Oa attributed to missing categories of behavior the emergence of a

simplex rather than a oircumplex ordering in horgattais data (Pba, 1961,343-344).

It was in the space between dependence and individual prominence that the
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categories were missing. This space is similar to the one existing between

the seeking and depriving behaviors reported here. Going one step further than

Foa, we would say that the reason why these interpersonal behavioral categories

are absent is that they do not exist. Clay the absence of interaction is the

pure reflection of this quadrant. This is not to say that interpersonal

behavioral categories which will tend to fill this space cannot be constructed.

Almost no on© is totally lacking in ability to effect the outcomes of some

others in some way. And almost no one attaches a totally negative valence to

all interpersonal interaction. Interpersonal categories that we think tend to

reflect this are characterized primarily by their responses rather than instiga-

tional nature. And further, the response will be rejecting, rather than accepting.

What is meant by this, is that the child would not be initiating interpersonal

acts. He would only respond to the initiations of others. Moreover, these

initiations would be responded to by the child with non-compliance and rejection.*

In this analysis we have been only concerned with the instigational components

of interpersonal acts -- the impetus they introduce into the interaction. As

the coding of responsive components was partially compounded with instigational

components, such categorisations have been omitted from consideration.

If a category of failure to realize opportunities for interpersonal

interactions had been coded in the present study, tho prediction is that a

circumplex ordering of the correlation matrix would have appeared. This can

be partially demonstrated by a rearrangement of the correlation matrix which

previously suggested a simplex. This has been done in Table XVIII. (Because

----"Flralsr research by this investigator the problem of categorising the
instigational and responsive components of an interpersonal act has been noted
and dealt with. (Longabaugh, 1963: 1966).
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The deprivation and seeking categories have been !Aimed toward the center of
the matrix rather than at the ends. The result is that the highest correlations
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Sugg. respons. (1
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Gives help (3)
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.31
.17 -009 -.22 .06 .12

-.06 .09 .04 .01 .05
.13 -.06 .03 -.1k .06

.16 -.10 -.01 .02
-.03 .15 .12

.15 .12
.41

.40 .46

.22 .34

.06 .22

.02 .04

.01 .01

.01 .01

.33 -.05

.25 .18
.37

are now found in two areas in the matrix rather than in one (as in the simplex).

Not only are the correlations highest along the diagonal, they are also high

in the upper right and lower left corners of the matrix. Guttman suggests

that such an inspeotional picture tends to characterise the ciroumplex (guttaan,
1954). By putting seeking categories in the middle of the matrix we have been

able to plamp categories involving similar components at the two ends of the

matrix. Delegated to the middle, and in adjacent positions, are the two

categories of inimajd, and aggtagpubsigalls. These were previously at the
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ends ofithe simplex ordering, and are the two behaviork thought to have

almost opposite values on both components.

. The manipulation, and the consistencies and inconsistencies in the under-

lying ordering become clearer in Table XIX. Here the matrix has been rearranged

so that the columns of the matrix now represent rank positional distance from

the category indicated on the row. The circumplex ordering predicts that to

.0 )I

Baader=
Sugg. respons.
Gives supp -app
Gives help
Succorance
Contacts
Assaults
Assaults soc.
Symbolic egg.
Att. to dom.
Reprimands

TABLE XIX

,rte : 1.),
altiRSILELSOLINILMMIXUEGLatailin

Id12011161112alailddiMIM Ranking
in Tams of

4
ClailaULAIIISSUklittaillikaitiaa

3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5
CANOTILIAZialat

.06

.05

.06

.0
-.09
.04

-.12
.02
.01
.01

.12 .40 .46 .35 .26 .17 -.09

.22 .34 .35 .31 -.06 .09 .04

.22 ,26 .31 .13 -.06 .03 -.12

.17 -.06 .13 .16 -.10 -.01 .02

.09 -.06 46 -.03 -.09 -.03 -.01

.03 -.10 -.03 .15 .12 .01 .01
-.01 -.09 .15 .44 .33 N05 .06
-.03 .12 .44 .25 .18 .12 .05
.01 .33 .25 .37 .40 .22 .06

-.05 .18 17_. 46__ .34, 2- 2.22 ._..04

-.22 1

.01 4

.06 5

.02 7
....04 9
-.22 10
.01 8
.06 6
.02 3
011,-._. 2

the degree two categories share the same values on the same underlying components

they will be empirically correlated with one another Ma's principle of

neighboring). To the extent that they fail to share the same components

they will be unrelated to one another. To this should be added the deduction

that, to the extent that the categories reflect opposite values on the same
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component, they will be negatively related to one another.

This adjusted matrix indicates that as the positional distance between

two categories increases (thus reflecting across most of the matrix a predicted

increasing distance in terms of our two principal components) the correlation

tends to decrease as well. This is so irrespective of which direction is taken.

This observation conforms to the requirements of the circumplex.

We have made an additional, modification in this matrix. We have rearranged

the list of categories so that sumests respondlizand reprimands are at the

two ends. These two categories were previously observed to share the great- -

est amoung of common variance with the other categories in the matrix. Given

these principles for arranging the matrix, as the categories move toward the

center of the matrix on the column axis, there is a decrease in the rank of

the category in terms of the variance it has in common with the other categories.

Looking at each column by itself this over -all variance tendency has a para-

llel. Al one moves up or down a given column toward the middle, the degree

of positive correlation of the sot with the positional equivalent tends to

decrease somewhat. Ties suggests that as one moves towards the middle of the

rows, the distance of the category to its adjacent* seems to increase. Contacts

phYsically, and assaults are less positively related to their neighbors than are

any other categories. As indicated above, this is expected to occur on the

side where they are placed adjacent to one another. The correlation here is

-.03. But each of these behaviors also has a most modest correlation to its

neighbor on the other aide, as well. This again indicates greater distance.

sucoorance tends to share lesser r,latiens with its neighbor

than does gives helpd; gives help shares less than gives support-approval, and

7 "



situajamfrlegimiless than suggests responsibly. Going down from the

from the middle, the same tendency is present, though not as consistently.,

If these relations were plotted in a two-dimensional space, the full ciroum.

plow would not appear. There is a large gap betweeriAcatitatiughpigaz and

ate iljip The shape would appear closer to a hyperbole than a circle. One

conclusion to be drawn is that, in so far as the circumplex does appear, it

tends to confirm the two-component theory of interpersonal behavior.

But does this mean that a simplex is not operative as well? We think not.

It is our suspicion that the single dimension of complexity of social parti-

cipation is operative as well. But perhaps not in the more ordinary sense.

By filling in categories of time spent in non-interaction, it is thought

the circumplex could be completed. This would rob aesaults physically and

...1...juboaksaxcotact of their unique places at the end of the simplex continuum.

It would then be the case that the principle of neighboring would account for

an of the relations around the circle. However, the distribution of common

variance among the Interpersonal categories would remain. That is, contacting

physically and assaulting would still share proportionately less variance with

other interpersonal categories than would these remaining categories share

with each other. It is thought that this could be eradicated by placing categories

more similar to these two into the behavioral code. The present conjecture

is that the distance between a category and the next is not simply an additive

function of their values on the two principal components underlying the pro-

posed cirousOlex. Instead, the distance between categories, as reflected by

the decrease in the site of their correlation, should decrease as one reaches

the apex of the horseshoe

iM



The apex will represent the middle level of complexity of social partici-

pation. As one moves away from this middle point in either direction, the total

conssunality Which the category will share with all other interpersonal behaviors

will decrease. This middle point of complexity, it will be remembered, is re-

flected in the mediational categories of estissi and Fives support-

approval. In terms of the earlier typology of principal components, mediational

behaviors indicated that the child gave, and himself gained in his interpersonal

participations. He could be characterized by high social exchange. Higher

levels of complexity in the nature of the childhs social participation were

characterized by his dependence-seeking. But others were unlikely to gain as

much in their interactions with him. Lower on the scale of complexity, the

characteristic behaviors were those of depriving. Here again, the participants

were thought less likely to benefit jointly by the interaction.

From the point of view of exchange theory, the middle level of complexity

in the child's social participation is also the point where maximum likelihood

of mutual satisfaction with the interaction will occur! At a higher level of

complexity, asymmetric dependency will arise. This will not be a point where

maximum satisfactions for both participants will occur. At a lower level of

complexity, asymmetric power will develop, and this also is not likely to be

a point where maximum satisfactions for both of the participants will take

place. Deprivation (aggression) and seeking (dependence) tend to produce

avoidance of social participation by those with the child would otherwise

relate. Mediation, on the other hand, tends to produce counter-mediation, and

further social participation through social exchange.

What is being suggested here is that a third dimension of interpersonal



behavior arises out of the interaction of the two underlying independent

dimensions. Children may have experienced predominantly positive or negative

association of outcomes in relation to others; they may be powerful or not in

their ability to mediate outcomes for others. Bach of the four possibilities

can occurs high mediation, negative outcome association; high mediation,

positive outcome association; low mediation, positive outcome association, and

low mediation, negative outcome association. When the emergent typology is

one of high mediation of behaviors, and positive association of outcomes, this

results in kinds of behaviors which create the conditions for frequent social

exchange. &acting these kinds of behaviors results in high social participation.

In two of the other three typologies, only one of the two conditions is necessary

for producing high exchange, and thus, the kinds of behaviors produced are

not particularly conducive to exchange. In these two cases social participation

is only moderate. In the third case, neither condition is present, and the

consequence is infrequent social participation.

Three dimensions of interpersonal behavior are thus posited: interpersonal

power, interpersonal predisposition based on past association of outcomes, and

level of social participation which arises out of the relations of these two

elementary dimensions. The quasi-simplex emerging tends to reflect the dimen-

sion of interpersonal affect most closely; but the inclusion of non-interpersonal

behaviors would turn the simplex into a circumplex.

Three orthogonal factors arose in the common factoring of behavioral

rates. It is now asserted that this structure emerged because the relations

among categories are a consequence of the two underlying and one interactive

interpersonal dimensions. In Table XX these categories are classified

witimpisigmllMIGMINV amsamatsimmorlI111=111.11.111.1...111.1111111
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according to their supposed value on these three dimensions. Categories

reflecting behavioral mediations have positive values on all three dimensions:

positive association of outcomes, high interpersonal poser, and high exchange

participation. Thus, these categories cluster most closely together to produce

Common Factors
Loaded On
(3-factor

Seeking
Seeking
Seeking
Mediation
Mediation
Mediation
Mediation
Med-Deatpriv.

De I:illion
Deprivation
(Deprivation)

o

Category

P la . )a Y. w ,

ThadirdiAlLaigain
Radiational Interpersonal Exchange
Power Predisposition Participation

Contacts
Sucoorance
Ants Sociable
Gives help

MO

;4' +*
4+

Gives supp-app ++
*Suggests reams. ++

Reprimands
Aft. to Dominate
Sytbolic agge)
Assaults soc.
Assaults 0

*Consistent frith our oonceptualisation, when the behavior expressed involves
a plus on both mediational power and interpersonal disposition, an interaction
effect between the two variables is predicted, producing an expected exchange
potential greater than that expected from a summation of the two independent
variables.
+Acts sociable is classified as neither positive or negative on mediation pow;
it seems to be the first step into most interactional encounters. This step
myth= be followed by either a mediation or not. Thus, a child may use
sociability as an entree to any interactional intent.

the Radiational factor.

Categories reflecting seeking have three values in common: positive associa-

tion of outcomes, low interpersonal pmer, and intermediate tocial participation.
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Thus, they tend to be mildly positively correlated with categories refloating

mediation because they share one value in common (positive association of

outcomes). They are at oppositive ends of a second component interpersonal

power, and seeking is half-way to mediation on the third -it, exchange partici-

pations.

Depriving behaviors tend to cluster together because they share common

values on the three components -- high interpersonal power, negative association

of outcomes, and intermediate exchange participation. Depriving is mildly

positively correlated with mediation for the same reason as is seeking:

depriving shares one value in common with mediation (high power). Depriving

and mediation are at opposite ends of a s000nd, association of outcomes, and

depriving is half-way to mediation on the third -- exchange participation.

Depriving and seeking are slightly negatively related to one another beoause

they are at opposite ends on two components - power and interpersonal affect -

but share an identical position on the third exohange participation. They

share this value on the third because they are on the opposite ends of the

scale of social oomplexity extreme depriving is not high enough for high

exchange and extreme seeking is too high.

Because of these differential relations among the categories, three

orthogonal factors emerge. This interpretation is consistent with the structure

obtained when the behavioral proportions were factor analysed and rotated. There,

it will be remembered, the rotation of the first two principal component
4

factors yielded two bi-polar factors mediation - non-mediation, and seeking -

depriving. The reason why the three unipolar factors now appear as two bi-

polar factors is beoause the third underlying variable, exchange participation,
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has been extracted from the variance in the behaviors. The seeking and de-

priving categorise which formerly shared this component in common tending

to produce zero correlations between their behavioral rates now have no

component in common. However, they still have opposite values on the remaining

two underlying components. This being the case, they are now negatively re-

lated to one another. The result is that they reveal opposite loadings on the

single factor of interpersonal affiliation.

Mediation remains orthogonal to the deprivation-seeking factor because

it maintains a value in common and a value in conflict with both deprivation

and seeking. Mediation and seeking both involve a positive disposition toward

others. Mediation, however, involves power to control behaviors and outcomes

of others, whereas seeking indicates the ability to control behaviors and out-

comes for oneself. Mediation and deprivation continue to share the component

of power to affect the behaviors and outcomes of others; they have values in

opposition to one another in terms of the wished outcome.

The loadings of the category proportions on the varimax rotation of the

first two common factors are produced in Figure 1. In order to make this pic-

ture totally consistent with our interpretation, it is necessary to rotate the

reference axis approximately 40 degrees counter-clockwise. (This is done in

Figure 2.) The result is that ell of the depriving as well as mediating

categories have positive loadings on the formerly vertical axis. This axis

is now best interpreted as a dimension of interpersonal power. Reprimanding

and attempting to dominate are now most highly loaded on this axis. This tends

to indicate power assertions which omit any strong component of interpersonal

disposition. Mediational categories are still positive, but now reflect not
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Figure 1

No Dimensional Plot of Two Factor Vaaiasz Rotation
of The Behavioral Proportions

Gives help (41\
Gives support-

approval (5)
Suggests responsibly

(3)
«Reprimands (2)

awAttempts to
Dominate (1)

Succorance(8)

Contacts

Physically (7)

Lots
Sociable (6)

"'Calls attention to self (9)
Assaults (11)

Assaults sociably (10)

.Symbolic Aggressions (12)

Figure 2

Two Dimensional Plot of Two Factor %%Amax Rotation
of the Behavioral Proportions

With a 40 Degree Counter- Clockwise. Rotation of the Axes

Su000rance(8)-...

Contaotx.....
physioally(2)

Acts soolable(6)

Suggests responsibly (3)

.1dLireaveshliittranaPProval(5)

""ettoprimands (2)

Calls attention to self (9)

-Attempts to Dominate (1)

..Assaults (11)

.-Assaults sociably (10)

.Symbolic Aggressions (12)
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only the high power involved but also the positive interpersonal disposition.

The depriving categories are altered so that they not only reflect negative

predisposition as they did before, but also they reflect higher social power.

The seeking categories maintain their low value on power and also tend to main.

tain their positive interpersonal predisposition.

The emergent behavioral space is similar to that suggested by Leary and

associates in their work on the interpersonal diagnosis of personality (Leary,1957)

Leary posits a circular grid of relations among interpersonal behaviors (a

circumplex ordering in Outtman-Foa terms). He asserts that the circular order.

ing among behaviors is produced by the interaction of two underlying dimensions -

a power or dominance-submission dimension and a dimension of interpersonal

affiliation or love-hate. These two axes are virtually identical to two of

the components that have been proposed as a result of this analysis.

Learyls work again approximates our own, in that he places his categories

in this grid on the basis of their values on the two underlying dimensions.

Helping, approving, and suggesting responsibly all fit in his upper right

quadrant, as they do in the one reported here. Reprimanding and attempting

to dominate tend to fall along his vertical dimension of power, as they do bele,

The aggressive categories tend to fall primarily on his borisental axis at the

"hate" Ole, but also somewhat above it, indicating some power. This is also

their position hem The seeking categories on the Leary grid, particularly

acting sociable and physically contacting, would fall olow to the horisontal

dimension of *love" than they do in this analysis. They would also indicate

less low power than they apparently do .here. The succorance category, however,

is similarly placed.
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Theoretical concensus is not enough. 16 Leary and associates obtain the

ordering they postulate? They do, but most interestingly, only under one

condition. This condition is that they use urouortion scores rather than

frequency scores. Leary and associates employ a self- descriptive measure for

this analysis. The interpersonal checklist is a list of behavioral adjectives

which people use to describe themselves and others along these theoretical

dimensions. Leary' and associates collected a large number of these descriptions

from psychiatric and other populations in the Dated States (Leary, 1957;

Freedman, Leary, Ossorio, and Coffey, 1951). The adjectives checked were

combined into scores representing the theoretical variables at the level of

octants (Leary, 1957; 413-463). These octant scores were then correlated with

one another across the subject population. When scores based on the weighted

frequencies of checked behaviors were intercorrelated, an evected ordering was

found. Behaviors placed closest to one another were theoretically also behaviors

placed closest empirically. However, one problem emerged. Scores computed

on the basis of these weighted frequencies alone were rarely negatively cor-

related with one another. That is, while the else of the correlation between

any two categories decreased with their predicted distance, the correlation

rarely became negative. This last fact is counter to their prediction.

Given the nature of the grid, categories on opposite sides should have been

strongly negatively correlated with one another.

This finding, of course, is the duplicate of the one obtained here, in

the intercorrelation of behavior rates. What did Leary and associates do?

They converted their scores into proportions of total adjectives checked. This

procedure is identical in form to what we have done with our behavior rate
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scores. We converted them to percentage of total social behaviors which are

in a particular category. When their correlations were than redone, Leary

and asiociates found the pattern they anticipated - one which included sisable

negative correlations between categories at opposite ends of their grid. The inter-

pretation offered by these researchers for the lack of negative correlations

in their rate scores was the differential tendencies of persons filling out

the check lists to answer "yes" to the question as to whether they themselves

did or did, not have the trait.

It is here agreed that this differential tendency produced the predominance

of positive correlations. What we would add to this observation is the thought

that this differential tendency is not merely differential "yea -nay" set.

Rather, the hypothesis is that people responding with more "yes" responses do

so because they see themselves as enacting these various behaviors in their

interpersonal relations. They nay also be seen by others as having more of

these characteristics than the lesser responders. PUrther, observers trained

to systematically observe their interaction might also provide data to indicate

that they indeed relate in more diverse ways. This diversity perceived, and

in fact, may be the result of the high responders' social participation more

often in interaction. Because they interact more, they do more of most kinds

of behaviors than people who participate less often. This last prediction is

the one found to hold in the present data. Children who were frequent social

participators tended to enact more of almost any kind of interpersonal action

than did children who were infrequent participators. This gave rise to the

three unipolar factor, orthogonal structure in this data. When we converted

to proportions, this data also reflected the two bi-polar orthogonal structure.
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It is submitted, then, test the difference between the results obtainedly

Leary and that obtained in the present data is one that is produced mainly by

the typo of behavioral indices used as variables.

Persnectivet and Implications

In this report it has been proposed that three factors produce a child's

amount and kind of interpersonal behavior: 1) his ability to mediate outcomes

for others, 2) his predisposition towards otherst and 3) the consequences for

social exchange which arise out of the interaction of these two principal

factors. The second factor, the child's interpersonal predisposition toward

others, has been proposed to be a function of the association of outcomes

the child experiences in relation to others. This associated outcome is itself

a function of two variables, 1) the extent to which the other person in the

relationship mediates outcomes valued by the child, and 2) the extent to which

factors outside of the dyadic relation produce a common association of outcomes

between the child and others.

It has been argued that the proposed factors account for 1) the correlao

tione obtained between rates of different kinds of behaviors, 2) the factors

arising out of the common factor analysis, and 3) the possible order.factors

existing in the correlation matrix of those rates. It has been further pro-

posed that the differences emerging between the analysis of behavioral rates

and behavioral proportions have arisen out of the removal of the effects

of one of the three underlying factors: that of exchange potentiality. The

hypothesis has been offered that the circularity arising in the Leary grid

is also due to this third factor being partialled out of the matrix.

It has been noted that two of the erflanatory concepts proposed here are
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similar to those proposed by Leary and associates. But the explanation offered

here differs in several respects. First, a third factor is proposed as being

central to the adequate prediction of the relations between behavior category

rates. Second, a peruon*s predisposition towards others is itself considered

in terms of the conditions which give rise to these differential predispositions.

Third, the emergent structure of interpersonal behaviors is viewed from the

perspective of a dyadic model rather than one that is monadic. It is pro-

posed that the efficacy of the hypothesised underlying factors lies in their

implications for social exchange.

This model implies a specifiable relation between behavioral structure

and process. If the structure of a person's behavior is indeed a function

of these variables, then a particular person's behavioral profile can be

altered by modifying social conditions under which he interpersonally partici-

pates. In particular, by modifying the association of outcomes the person

experiences in relations with others, it is hypothesised that we can alter his

predispositions, and thus behaviors, toward these others. By reducing or

increasing the value others attach to the outcomes a person can mediate for

them, it should be possible to alter his behavior along the power axis. Converse-

ly, by pairing people with particular behavior profiles, it should be possible

to predict the amounts and kinds of behaviors which will occur within the

pairings. Thus, process produces structure, and structure influences sub°

sequent process. In Leary's model, structure is used to predict interpersonal

behavior, but interpersonal process in itself is not able to produce altered

structure.
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&buts has proposed a three-factor theory of interpersonal nsQds (Schutz,

1958). These needs are affection, control and inclusion. His affection and

control needs are sinner to Leary's in that people attempt to attain a par-

ticular, most comfortable, point along each of these two dimensions in their

interpersonal relations. People with compatible needs will be more comfortable

in their interactions with each other. However, Schutz" affection dimension

differs from Leary's in that it extends from close interpersonal relations

to those which are distant. The distant end is not systematically related

to Leary's "bate pole.

Schutzls third need, inclusion, is defined behaviorally as the need to

establish and maintain a satisfactory relation with people with respect to

interaction and association. People vary in terms of how much they interact

with others. This dimension, of course, is similar to the third factor post-

ulated in the present work. Schutz finds inclusion and affection to be empir-

ically correlated for his subjects. We would expect to find inclusion cor-

related with both affection and (high) control. However, in situations where

personal expression and friendship are particularly valued, it would be ex.

Footed that social participation level would be most closely related to positive

interpersonal predisposition. On the other hand, in situations emphasizing

task accomplishment, it would be expected that social participation level would

be most closely correlated with interpersonal disposition or interpersonal power.

The formulation would thus account for the variability attained in factor

analyses of small group participations. In some of these studies, two factors

have emerged. These two factors have fused either participation and power or

participation and interpersonal disposition. In other studies, three iniependent
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factors have emerged. In this latter group these three factors typically

have tended to correspond to our deprivation ("individual promineLoe"),

indiction ("task solution" or "guidance") and seeking ("sociability") common

factors (Henderson, 1963). This fluctuation of nueber and content of obtained

factors in these various studies would be antioipated from the formulation

presented here. Depending on the requirements of the situation and the person -

ality types brought together, different configurations of factors would be pre.

dicted. Mann.has elsewhere investigated and documented t6e effects of different

situational requirements upon the emergent factor structures involved in small

groups (Mann, 1961). It is concluded that the present formulation is not contra.

dieted by evidence supplied from small group studies. Rather, the factors

uncovered in these studies are viewed as primarily consistent with the structure

proposed here. Moreover, it is suggested that this conceptual framework

might account for the inconsistencies observed in this area of research.

Schaefer, in still another area of research, the study of mother -child

relations, has uncovered a circumplex ordering in the patterning of mother's

behavior toward their children (Schaefer, 1959). Common factor analysis of

the data reveal two dimensions of significance. These are labelled by Schaefer

as controlautonagy and lovehositility. The second is obviously similar to

the same set of axes in the Leary grid, and the one proposed in the present

research. The control-autonomy factor involves perhaps a fusion of the power

and social participation factors. Mothers high on control are high on power and

interaction with their children, mothers low on control (high on granting the

child his autonomy) are low on power and participation with their children.

That the low pole of this dimension is autonomy rather than submission is indi.
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cativo of the fact that a mother's power over her child is rarely less than

the child's power over his mother until early adolescence, anyway. Schaefer,

also performing order-factoring of the correlation matrix, obtains a quasi-

oircumplax ordering of the behaviors. Categories such as "ignoring" are found

in the quadrant we suppose to be representative of infrequent interaction. At

present, no explanation can be offered as to why a third comson factor of social

participation or power alone did not appear. Possibly the fact that the scales

used for the analysis were constructed from ratings of qualitative observer

notes (col3eoted for other uses) resulted in lees differentiating profiles of

behaviors than do scores based on the counting of discrete behavioral utterances.

It can be seen from the above comparisons that the structure we propose

as underlying children's behavior is compatible with theory and research in

at least three separate areas of research: clinical poythology, mull group

research, and mother-child interaction. Common-factor and order-factor analyses

reveal dimensions not unlike those obtained here. The explanatory framework

offered by the present writer differs from these other efforts in that it is

based directly and heavily upon the assumption that interpersonal interdependence

is present. It is the relation between actor and other which is thought to

produce the emergent structure. In particular, the interdependence model sug-

gested is that of social exchange.
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BaiakaLtslaMiLlint321tant°

If the present explanatory system is to move beyond being just another

`interpretation of a reourring phenomenon, its current surplus meaning must

find empirical validation. What further analyses can be implemented to test

the properties of this particular model? One possible analysis, with inter-

actional data available from the six culture study, is the examination of the

relation of initiated behaviors (those analysed in this report) to behaviors

received by the children from others. Support for the theory will be provided

if it is found that children who give to others aro the targets for giving in

return; children who seek from other receive giving but also depriving in re-

turn; children who deprive others reoeive depriving and avoidance in return;

and children who do noe of these things -- that is, who interact infrequently ..

receiVe deprivations but little seeking from others.

The dependence of the interpersonal predisposition dimension on social

exchange may be analysed by the inspection of behavioral sequences. Does

giving follow giving? Do deprivations follow deprivations? The prediction

from exchange theory is that they would. Because of the way, the data was collect-

ed, it is impossible to interactiamally test the more general hypothesis that

interpersonal disposition is a function of the association of outcomes of actor

and target. However, some tests of this proposition may be made by recourse

to other data available in the study. To the extent to which children in a

particular culture must compete with other children for scarce resources, it

would be predicted that a more negative interpersonarpredisposition would be

present. To the extent that a culture provides a more competetive world for

its boys than for its girls it would be expected that the boys would be
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obaraoterised by a more negative interpersogal predisposition than the girls.

Settings involving win-lose associations would presumably be more obaraoterised

by deprivations than by mediations. [UAW, children with supportive mothers

has ascertained through mother interview measures) would be predicted to be

similarly supportive in their relations with others (through the principle

of experienced positive association of outcomes).

Validation of the power dimension would be provided by an analysis of

the characteristics of "higb-powered" and "low-powered" children. Presumably

high.. powered children will be, on the average, older than low-powered children.

Children characterised as high-powered will be more likely to interact with

children younger than themselves. Highopowered ants will be directed downward;

low-powered acts will be directed upward.

While many indirect tests of the efficacy of the explanation offered can

be made with the data available from this study, experimental studies will be

the most direct avenue for further testing and refinement of the proposed model.

On the one hand, such tests would include the experimental manipulation of the

recent exchange process as a proposed antecedent to varying behavioral structures.

On the other hand would be the pairing of persons with various kinds of behavioral

profiles for the purpose of producing different interaction patterns. If it can

be established that differential exchange patterns give rise to different

behavioral structures, and particular behavioral structures in specified kinds

of social situations give rise to different exchange processes, then it would

seem that the proposed model will have been sufficiently differentiated from

alternative orientations proposed.
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As is frequently the case, the report ends where it might best begin.

Given the demonstration of universal dimensions of interpersonal behavior,

along with the acknowledgment that cultural origin makes a difference, an

interesting question *riles: how are the dimensions of interpersonal behavior

manifested within any given culture?

The first step in pursuing this analysis will be the assigning of factor

scores to individual children on the basis of the common-factor loadings. Once

factor scores are assigned, then intensive within-culture analyses can begin. A

first question to be asked in such an analysis is how the dimensions relate to

one another within each culture. Are the dimensions independent of, or cor-

related with one another? If a relation other than independence is found, bow

do these dimensions relate to one another? Do affiliation and power go together

in children in some societies but not in others? Is social participation more

closely correlated with power in J01110 cultures and affiliation in other cultures?

If so, to what societal conditions can these differences be attributed?

A second phase of analysis is to identity children who manifest different

configurational patterns along these axes. Questions can be asked as to what

attributes particularly characterise these children in this particular culture.

Then the antecedents for these patterns can be sought. Oboe the concomitants

and supposed antecedents to these cultural, variations have been identified,

it will be possible to pursue cultural variance as patterns of differential

values of the significant variables common to the condition of humans living

in association with one another. Culture oan.then be treated as a configuration of

explanatory variables, rather than as an unexplained source of residual variance.

ANIMMEMMINIMPON4,----7
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Sugg. reopens. (3)
Gives help (4)

Gives"supp.mapp. (5)
Acts sociable (6)
Contacts phys. (7)
Succorance (8)
Calls att. to self (9)
Assaults soc. (10)
Assaults (11)
Symbolic aggr.. (12)

TAIMAZIL

Ifitalalstraatu.
Haim

(3) (4) (5)
.614 .357-.176
.522 .197-.681

.563 .276
.283

(6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
.443-.364.370-.003 .389 .067 .194
.241-.491 .129 .083-.003 .325-.078
.487-.306 .329 .010 .136-.076-.298
.022-.272 .049 .081-.019-.258-.123

.179-.029-.395-.336 .257 .215 .518
-.31? .404.457 .159-.337 .220

0144-.584.044.163 .032
.154-.101-.431-.253

-.065-.296-.132
-.236 .527

93

TABLELAII

Matrix for
=La

(3) (4)
.283-.108
.793 .262

.026

(5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
.076 .275...231 .220 .055 .043...3750035
.629 0424092 .045 .228 .343.248 .403
.283 .574...407 .278 .342 .188 -.303 .105
070700850048.369.338 .145 .525 .383

.179-.029-.395-.336 .257 .215 .518
-.317 .404 .457 .159-.337 .220

.144-.584 .044 .163 .032
.194-.101-.451-.253

-.065-.296-.132
-.236 .527

.093



a

Att. to dominate (1)
Reprimands (2)
Sugg rearms. (3)
Gives help (4)
Give::: supp.-app. (5)
Acts sociable (6)
Contacts phys.
Succorance
Calls att. to self(9

(8

Assaults soc. (10)
Assaults (11)
Symbolic aggro (12)

Att. to dominste (1)
Reprimands (2)
Bugg. respons. (3)
Gives help (4)
Gives supp. -app. (5)
Acts sociable (6)
Contacts phys. (7)
Succorance (8)
Calls att. to self(9)
Assaults. soc. (10)
Assaults (11)
Symbolic aggr. (12)

107

MagMILL

"aiglITIBLEIMILMIXWAlla

MILEJLy

ilatziaLtaktito.
Isiah

(2) (3) (4)
.202 .068-.413

.413-.193
.081

(5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
.193 .080 .088-.077 .398 .535 .310 .430
.212 .261 .018 .008 .514-.246-.100-.003
.121 .119-.042 .054 .209-.318-.346-.035
.786-.199-.006 .137-.272-.433-.128...265

-.062-.228-.349 .330-.349 .224-.203
.641 .515 .106-.307 .123 .389

.597 .008-.142 .016 .397
-.095-.179 .122 .338

.221-.252 .031

.099 .389
.005

=LAIL

1112Lassalind

(2) (3) (4)
.364 .498 .037

.037-.034
.091

(5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
.318-.175-.123037-.089 .249 .080 .535
.002-.189 .026-.329-.220-.033 .210 .117
.465-.113 .191-.098 .046 .269-.070 .413
.200 .345-.328 .160 .169-.122 .336 .13?

-.055 .259 .071 .115 .123 .113 .303
-.189 .471 .500 .075 .378 .161

-.031-.289-.151-.128-.176
.378 .127 .089 .010

.058 .193 .195
.049 .526

.155



t
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=La
21811111=21111121,21LAUSIZZaglia

ELMER

Att. to dominate (1)
Reprimands (2)
Sugg. respons. (3)
Gives help (4)
Gives Sapp. -app. (5)
Acts sociable (6)
Contacts phys. (7)
Succorance (8)
Calls att. to self(9)
Assaults soc. (10)
Assaults (11)
Symbolic aggr. (12)

Att. to dominate (1)
Reprimands (2)

Sugg. respons. (3)
Gives help (4)
Gives supp.-app. (5)

Acts sociable (6)
Contacts phys. (7)
Suwannee (8)

Calls att. to self(9)
Assaults soc. (10)
Assaults (11)

Symbolic aggr. (12)

illattlabrlammentagn.Wan
(2) (3) (4)

.246 .171-.083
.057 .164

.05o

(5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
.491-.293 .153-. 364-.052-. 190-.195-.329
.366-.199 .145-.025 .378-.472-.446-.314
.121 .032 .134 .000-.323-.026...281-.272
.016 .074-.245 .202 .545-.209-.657-.361

-.041 .129 .145 .046-.358-.337-.601
-.138 .307-.175-.335-.315-.351

-.068 .090 .091 .034-.300
.291-.252-.311-.429

-.290-.433-.526
.305 .311

.759

.TAMILLIL

liatrkLaramationo.=Wan
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8.) (9) (10) (11) (12)

.092 .157 -.047 -.176-.443-.1m -.184-.333 .448 .324 .107
.230 .021 .333-.218-.1001.094436 -.361 .131-.116

.323 .264-.412-.463 .009-.314-.233-.307 .156
.255-.375-.225 .344-.392-.410 .050-.295

-.514-.113-.018-.025-.412-.121-.141
.377 .222 .137-.079-.089-.302

.156-.005-.068m..022-.513
-.203-.527 .012-.439

.053 .133 .043
.006 .260

.185



V

-4.-0141V/1~41/50 -

AAA6 to dominate (1)

Reprimands (2)

Sugg. respons. (3)
Gives help (4)

Gives supp.-app. (5)
Acta sociable (6)
Contacts pbya. (7)
Succorance (8)
Calls att. to melf(9)
Assaults soo. (10)
Assaults (11)
Symbolic aggr. (12)

Att. to dominate (1)

Reprimands (2)

Gives help (lei

Sugg. respons. (

Gives supp.-app. (5
Acta sociable (6)
Contacts phys. (7)
Sucoorance (8)

Calls att. to self(9)
Assaults moo. (10)
Assaults (11)
Symbolic acgr. (12)

109

AUSIDILIE

CORMATEOILIZmaufsantarDPONATIOPOR REIMS

2ABLELLUL

Na
Krim.

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7). (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
.196 .104 .028-.305-.107-.349 .025-.157 .239 .022 .154

.343-.121-.269-.071-.536-.060 .087-.033 .301-.163
.113 .056-.141-.383 .139 -.109 .017-.080-.619

.035-422-.094-.314-.009 -.153....161 -.051
-.058 .160 .151-.259-.470-.269-.328

.255-.150-.361-.288-.391-.009
-.230-.379-.321-.183-.058

.200 .267-.077-.240
.376 .051 .066

077 .136
.282

TABLEL11

matrix for Proportions,
Attica

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
.025 .089-.158 .074 225...031 099. 085. 043... 427... 145

696... 206...087. 368-. 551-. 214 .185 .094..277... 351
-.362. 401h 0110...432.% 001 .058 443...449... 379

559-.278-.468-. 221 157 .354 .012
391..086 537 318 -.087 .290...108

.331 .498 .262.% 184... 352...131
.726-.272-.122 .011 .114

- .147 - .209 - .278 -.103
-.238 .130 -.264

-.331 .385
-.015

.male14111.1414.010"-_r-



Att. to dominate (1)
Reprimands (2)
Sugg. reepons. (3)
Gives help (4)
Gives supp.-app. (5)
Acts sociable (6)
Contacts phys. (?)
Succorance (8)
Calla att. to self(9)
Assaults soc. (10)
Assaults (11)
Symbolic aggr. .(12)

Att. to dominate (1)
Reprimands (2)
Sugg. respons. (3)
Gives help. (4)
Gives supp.-app. (5)
Acts sociable (6)
Contacts phys. (7)
Succorance (8)
Calls att. to self(9)
Assaults soc, (10)
Assaults (11)
Symbolic aggr. (12)

110

AE1 LE111LE.

BiT CULTURE (cont.

MILLI
liatrialatomatisaa

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (8) (10) (11)(12)
.008-.121-, 528-.042-.260-.249-.569 .285 .278 .279 .314

.184.251.070 .041-.150-.227 .402-.403-:029-.246
.115-.258-.058.148 .005-.129-. 398.246-.190

4177.396-.016 o143-.311 .053.179-.418
.401-.321-.334 0106 .581-.281 .045

.321 .175-.135.532 .240 .031
.319-.173-.285-.133 .076

-.429-.223-.083-.214
.062-.206 .033

.104 .172
-.275

=ULU
MatalT foi EISE221=21111.

Neer BbQ].and

(2) (3) (4)
.286 .140 .073

.397.161
.090

(5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
.126-. 506.249-, 341-.263-.005 .083 .309
.039-.187 299-, 323-, 322-.165-.076 .034
.536.475 .336 .330-.217-.010-.133 .049
.073-.135-.287.056 .103-.239 .173-.112

-.iris .564 164-. 327-.132-.100-.108
-.175.185 .135-.201-.036-.334

.257-.396-.208-.199-.210
-.186 .057.148-.216

.141 034.278
.005 .291

.113
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